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OBJECTIVE

1. Perform feasibility stud\ of technologies dcvelopcd under the lntcntionallv Sliort Range

Communications (ISRC) project.

2. Further develop test pro'<cols for the ISRC" protot\ pC links.

RESULTS

1. Ti:Sapphire laser cavit• and efficiency examined.

2. Four P.'.. i comracts awardcu in ,!992 '\ ere compieted and the result., evaluated.

3. Ultraviolet (UV) test links tested to begin quantifying the UV link test protocols.

4. Test protocols updated v, ith ne\ý technical information.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Continue to refine the test protocols for all of the ISRC technologies.

2. Award and monitor the Phase 11 contracts to develop alternative technologies.

3. Apply the technologies deveioped for ISRC mission to covert and amphibious missions.
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1.0 INTRODIUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the USM"C ISRC Explorator• D'eelopmcnt proIcct is, to demonstratc the fea-
sibility of using one or several techirologics for short-ra.7ýc data IransIs,,sions.

A satisfactory technology may be range-limited based on the physical properties of the atmo-
sphere and the propagation medium. Such a link has an inherent low probability of detection
(LPD) capability.

An alternative scheme is the spread spectrum technology, wNhich spreads the signal o\ cr a
wvide-spread bandwidth and, thus, hides the signal in the noise.

1.2 SCOPE

This report encompasses the FY 92 development, fabrication, and testing of several candi-
date iechnologie,; for all three of the ISRC missions: Company Radio, Local Area Network
(LAN) Backbone, and WVideband Link.

This report also includes the follox ing:

Appendix A describes the upgraded test protocols, or requiremcnts, that each of these proto-
type links must satisfy to be considered a viable ISRC system.

Appendix B describes the worl'. performed with respect to the tunable ultraviolet (UV) laser-
head devc-lopment.

Appendices C through F cover the four Phase I contracts awarded in FY 92.

Appendix G studies whether Raman shifting can be applied to UV laser radiation for multi-
channel capability.

Appendix H studies the best \%a\ to build an omnidirectional UV antenna.

Appendix I describes the UV propagation computer model used to simulate the ISR(" UV
environment.

Appendix J contains the data and analysis for a UV laser link.

Appendix K describes the electronics used in the NRaD link testing.

Appendix L summarizes the proposals submitted for Phase I.



2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION

"The USM(" expressed interest in developing communicalions links wNith rangecs intentionally
limited to vcrN short distances. These links are described bclow% and their architecture showvn in
fivure 1. This exploratory development report contains the progress-to-date of the Icasibilitv
study for all three ISRC missions.

2.1.1 Company Radio

The Company Radio is a very short-range (<0.5 kni). omnidirectional, low-data-rate (>240(0
bps), vehicle-mounted, mobile voice link that car be used bý the squad leaders of a company.
T•wo possible applications of the Cormpany Radio arc in an urban warfare sccnario (figure 2) and
as a landing zone communicatir (fig1ure 3).

2.1.2 LAN Backbone

The LAN Backbone (figure 4) is a short-range i .(I kin). scrnidirectional, low (>_240() bps)
to high (' Mbps) data rates, transportable data link for connecting several LANs. The LANs
range froi 1 the low data rate LAN bridges to high data rate full LANs and wide arca nctvorks
(WANs). Until further direction, these LANs will be compatible with the Banyan VINES LAN
software.

2.1.3 Wideband Link

The Wideband Link is a medium-range (3-5 kin). directional, vehicle-mounted or fixed, high
data rate and traffic (2 Mbps) link for connecting command posts (CPs) -with the antenna farm.

2.1.4 Signal Detection

Most current communication s\stems (such as radio) have the - s,,1 .Sciip;-Lo :i ;..
of electromagnetic radiations. This means that while our encrypted transmissions cannot be
understood, the enetm, can still detect their presence, direction find (DF). and take counter-mea-
sures. This is a tactical threat to our lorccs.

2.2 ISRC TERMINOLOGY

2.2.1 Link Definitions

Link type definitions are a, follows:

Omnidirectional: signal sent in all dincctioli- azimuthallk
Semidirectional: signal sent into an azimuthal quadiant ( ±45 deo)
Directional: direction vithin ±5 deg
Line-of-sight (LOS) within ±1 deg
Strictly LOS (FLOS) \within ±0.01 deg
Non-LOS (NLOS) no LOS bctwccn transmitter and receiver
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2.2.2 IPi and I.PD

I.O\, pr,' abilit ' ,t i er.' CC,. )I (IP l) TIICý.,,S that the cnctm v ha,1 a III\\ likelihood (t intccIC'C tinW

and -n h. ,stf;nd mj our tri'nsm ,'itns. Ail encry pied link is 1.P! hut still dCtcctablC 11N chne ics.

Lo\, probabilitN otl dctectinll (1D))111C)1ans that the el)nlc,\ ha" a lo".\\ ltkclihood o" dcl,'ctlig
anid tdi cctionl hil dinl oir tralllnsnv iitls. Anl I)PD syt ilC s inhcrCertlv\ IPI.

2.2.3 Broadband and Wideband

Broadband is dc& ::nd as a broad ',pcctrim ol '\I, avclcngths, as distinguished lrom wvidcband,
- \ hich is a \ idc rance of data ratcs F-or cxam1pleC. a broadband lanmp cmtlws ladi ioll atl wave -
lengths ranging from inlrarcd to ultra\yiolct: a 'I\ idcbalnd L.mlmunl cator call handic data imacs
ranging Irom a le\, kilohertz to mllany\ mcgahcrlz.

2.2.4 Spread Spectrum

"Iwo techniques arc commonl\ called '*spread spcctrum: direct sequence and Ircqulcncy hop-
ping. In direct-.,,Cquenc spread spectrum (DSSS). the carrier Is modulatcd b\ a \N ideband
pscudorandum scquence: that spreads thc signal over a large installtanlCous bandy,'. idIh. ! hc resul-
tant bandwidth cqunals the band\, [dth of the pscLtdorandom sequence. which is many times great-
er than the data bandw idth; thus. indi\ idual components arc bclot\\ the noi,,c. In lrcqucncy
hopping. the instantaneous bandw idth ot the signal equals the data bandwl idth. but the carrier Ire-
tJl~ ~iL£ iN I InI C O . i d I I- 1- 1 ." 1 .... l1Utl1 . L LU . I U- - V. .. . . - I', .

v, man\ times greater than the data bandwidth.

2.3 HISTORY

The history of communications is replete with attempts to increase the operational range. The
ISRC program and its predecessor arc the first systematic efforts to devclop a dclibcratecl\ l1-
ited short-range communications system. This program encompasses several technologics, such
as solar-blind UV light, infrared (IR) light, and millimeter wk avCs (MMW).

2.3.1 UV

Communications that use _A" !ight in the solar-blind region vcrc first proposed b\ Sunitein
(19-8). Reilly 11976). Kolosov ct al. (1976). and Junge (1977).

2.3.1.1 Earl% Efforts. In the late 1970s. the Army (Ross, 91978) and the Navy (Fishburne ci al.,
1976; Neer and Schlupf, 1978) did early( development \kork w.ith broadband U.\V lamps tor short-
langC Voice communicatio0, links. These effort-, indicated the requirement for an ctficicnt i. V
emitter.
2.3.1.2 NOSC Efforts. In the I9St)s. NOS(" dcvcloped s ,hort-ran.c. 24t0-bp.. c41)ttim-tk-

computer link for the 1.USMC (Ge ilcr ct al., I S6). Johtnson, ]1 986; Yen. " 197). Tilnk used CHI-
cient (2(1'- conversion to UV at 254 nm) .ingle-wavelength germicidal lamps for the U. V soulcc.

Concurrentl%. NOS(" dc\eloped a short-range 1. 240H-bps. data link to transicr ('artie .-\ met at

Inertial Nav.i;amionl S\stcm (.AINS) data from the car, ic; to its waicLatt (Nu'da. I9N(). Yen,.
1987). This link also tecd single-wavclcnglh grmlicidal l:mps 1Tr the tUV tianlitlcrs.



The feasibility of UV radiation for longer range links was studied next (Yen & Moberg,
1988). This study indicated that several disadvantages must be resolved to make such a UV link
practical. The NOSC UV communications (UV Comm) link was subject to interference b% fires,
flares, explosions, welding, and lightning, so procedures to handle these problems must be im-
plemented. Heavy fog. smog. rain, and smoke can also limit the link distance.

23.1.3 Recent Efforts. Currently, NRaD is performing a fcasibilit\ study of the ISRC L-%N
Backbone and Company Radio based upon a UV laser. The pulsed laser approach was adoptcd.
in part, to achieve tunability and noise suppression. With certain types of lasers, the wavelength
can be varied (or tuned). The short, but sharp, pulses of a laser may resolve the above mentioned
noise problem.

The Marine Corps Systems Command (MCSC) in Quantico, VA, through NRaD, also funded
Sparta, Inc., and Mission Research Corp. to develop prototype UV links (appendices E and D,
respectively).

2.3.2 1R

Several efforts based on IR lasers were short range by happenstance. The only previous
effort known to the author to deliberately limit IR range was a proposal in the mid-1980s. This
attempt to develop an IR laser system, with the wavelength in an absorption band. '%kas to support
CAINS.

Currently, NRaDiVMCSC has funded Titan Systems to develop all IR lase. diodc plututý pe
link that takes advantage of the 1.39-pm water-absorption band (appendix F).

23.3 Millimeter Wave (MMWI)

Efforts based on MMW, or extremely high frequency (EHF) radiation or microw, aves, were
also short range by happenstance. Two previous efforts to deliberatclv limit range with MMW
w\ere known to the author. The first effort to develop a portable short-range communicator v, as
in the carly-1980s (Hislop, 1982). The other was a proposal in the nuid- I 980s to develop a
MMW ,vstem at the ,(-GHz oxygen absorption band in order to support CAINS.

C(arrently. the United States Army Communication, Electronics Command (CECOM) has
funded ,everal effort,, to develop tactical communications links v• herc the rarge is limited by
absorption of MMN.1' in the atmosphere.

3.0 APPROACHES

A tactical cmmunications link whose range is limited physically by its atmospheric propa-
gation charactcristjcs will not be dctccta'le outside of a limited range. Such a sclf-limitiini link
will then be a LPD systcm. In additiorn. such approaL.hes as spread spectruni techniques and
long- cavity lasers can result in links (f limited ranges. Data cncryption is still uselul as added
security within the operational envelope of the ';vstem.

There arc at least three mcdia in which the link ran cc is limited by the propcation ph.sitcs
UV li2-. IR light, and MM\\s.

0



3.1 UV LIGHT

UV light in the solar-blind spectral region (200-300 nm) is strongly attenuated by ozone
molecules in the atmosphere (figure 5) (Yeii, 1987). The ozone layer in the upper atmosphere
essentially absorbs all of the solar IV radiation in the solar-blind region. so almost no solar
background appe .rs in this spectral region (figure 61 (Yen, 1987). This low background allows
the use of a very small number of received scattered photons for a viable signal, resulting in a
NLOS link.

Attenuation by the residual ozone at sea level (5-25 dBikm, depending on the ozone con-
centration) limits the range of an UV link to several (_<5) kilometers. The ozone attenuation of
UV radiation also limits the detection of UV transmissions to short distances, which results in a
LPD link. Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the NLOS UV communications concept.

Given a receiver filter that passes radiation onl, in the solar-blind region and blocks all other
radiations, a UV link can operate with vcry, smail received signals due to the lack of solar back-
ground.

3.1.1 UVSensor

To take advantage of the solar-blind region, the receiver filter must be able to block non-
solar-blind radiation ve.\y effectively. The Honeywell filter that was used for UV Comm was too
expensive ( S--- I(UK per unit) for mass use as in the ',,crce and data links. Less expensive, but less
effective, filters are available commercially. These commercial filters would require stronger
signals to overcome greater background leakages.

4
03 0

Z
0 roI AL

Z" 2 \

S\\\\ .03O -30ppb)

AEROSOL

200 22 2,4o 260 200 300
WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 5. Sca-levlc extin,.'tion cult Icients.
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The photomultiplier tube (PMT) used in the UV Comm sensor is highly sensitive, but also

expensive. If the received signal can be boosted significantly. it mav be possible to use lesser
quality, less sensitive PMTs, which are cbeaper and smaller. The currently used PMTs have a
dead time of the same magnitude as the laser pulse spread width, which may be problematical
for laser links in the near field (where the UV photons will not have been scattered enough to
achieve a sufficiently wide time spreading).

The cheaper and smaller solid-state UV detectors have sensitivities with orders of magnitude

less than PMTs. To effectively use solid-state detectors, the signal strength must he increased
accordingly, which is not practical with current technology. Strong signals of such magnitude
would also be counterproductive with respect to LPD.

3.1.2 UV Lamp Transmitter

The UV source (germicidal lamps) used by the UV Comm system was highly efficient in
outputting UV light at a single w avelength (254 nm). However, they are bulky, fragile, and
restricted in data rates (<20 kHz at very short ranges). Therefore, germicidal lamps are not rec-
ommended for use in the ISRC links wtth higher data rates.

Arc lamps are compact and easier to ruggedize. However, because they are broadband optical
emitters, they arc difficult to use for multichannel applications. The output powei of arc lamps is
also not sufficient for some of the ISRC links. Finally. their IR and visible emissions can prove a
detection signature unless filtered out.

UV lamps would be the easiest and least expensive to adapt for use in the low data rate links.
This avenue would be desirable for building a feasibility demonstration prototype quickly.

3.1.3 UV Laser Transmitter

The UV laser can increase the signal per pulse detected by eliminating much of the wasted
vertical emissions (appendix H) and decreasing the effective detection bin size (due to the very
short laser pulses, appendix J). Currently, the size and expense of lasers emitting in the UV make
them ineffective for field equipment. However, industry is in the process of miniaturizing the
laser components and reducing the power requirements, so UV lasers of practical sizes wil! be
available in the near future.

This will be useful for the Company Radio and the low-data-rate LAN backbone applications
because the short effective bin size should suppress UV noise sources. With much smaller bin
sizes (5 1.s versus 416 1ts), the UV noise sources arc expected to have time characteristics of

longer duration and be spread out over these 83 bins, and to resemble a DC source. The laser
"pulse'" in one (or two) ON bin would then ovcrwhclm the scmiconstant noise.

However, the use of UV lasers may not be as effective for the high-data-iate I-AN Backbone
and Wideband Link. A data rate of 2 Mbps limits the bin size to 0.5 ps. which is equivalent to
150 m of path difference. This path difference is too small for practical NLOS mode operations.
Thus, while some scattered (near receiver) photons are usable, these high-data-rate links "ill re-

quire LOS mode operation.

Since LOS is required for the high-data-rate links to work, the time spreading due to the
multipath flux may be negligible relative to the LOS photon flux. However, a likely 10-us path
difference will limit the data rate to 100 kbps.

9



3.13.1 Nd:YAG Laser. A frequency-quadrupled. Nd:YAG laser produces UV light with a
wave-length of 266 nm in the solar-blind region. A quadrupled Nd:YAG laser requires onl\ two
crystals in addition to the basic Nd:YAG laser, which emits at 1064 nm. This is the simplest
solution to obtaining solar-blind UV radiation; but tunabilit\ is difficult.

The UV output wavelength can be Raman shifted to various discrete wavelengths with gas
cells or optical fibers. However. the threshold laser energ\ density (at the needed repetition rate)
required to initiate the Raman effect is not practical at the preseni time (appendix G)

A quadrupled Nd:YAG laser can now. he made small enough for inclusion in a portable field
brassboard (appendix D).

3.1.3.2 Ti:Sapphire Laser. A tunable, frequenc% -tripled Tirsapphire (Ti:A 20.3 ) laserhead pro-
duces C'V light \with discrete wavclengths ranging from 265 to 280 nm. The laser output can be
tuned b\ rotating a set of bircfi ingent tuning plates (BTPs) inside the laser cavity.

The Ti:sapphire laser can be tuned electro-optically (and mechanica!lv) to various wave-
leiigths for multichannel use. A tunable laser capable of emitting at several distinct wavelengths
means that only one transmitter would be necessary to produce the multiple links in a multichan-
nel net.

The Ti:sapphire laserhead w,,ill require a pumping laser emitting in the grcen-yellow spectral
rcgion. An obvious candidate is the doubled Nd:YAG green laser. Blue-green laser diodes, which
should be commercially available in the near future, are another possibility.

3.13.3 Laser Safety. The advantages of using UV laser sources balanced by safety limitations
are detailed in Yen ct al. (1987) and updated in appendix C of Yen (1992).

3.1.3.4 UV Laser Diodes. Diode-pumped UV lasers ot requis!ic powker, rate. and size are ex-
pected to be available within the next fe%\ Nears. The USAF Wright Lahoratory has shown inter-
est in developing such diodes, although the wsa\ elengths of the newest diodes (300-350 Iim)
have not reached the solar-blind.

3.1.4 Beam Optics

By channelling the laser output through some optics (appendix H). omnidirectional opera-
tions' \kith one laser can bc achicved Jot the Compan, Radio. By some kind of mechanical beam
channel, multiple directions (one al a time) can be achieved for the LAN Backbone.

The Wideband Link presupposes LOS -Operations. v. ith the terminals fixed after acquisition.
Therefore, LxcCpt for modulation, the. beam does not need to be modified.

3.2 INFRARED (IR1l1 LIGtT

IR radiation is strongl\ absorbed b\ ).kater vapoi behteen wkavelcnlths of I and 8 urn (10 to
>100 dB km. figuro 8). Existing IR la,,cr,, can be tuned to one ot the watcr vapor absorption
regions. rcsulthig in a yeCr, short operations ranlcc.

I I.
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3.2.1 IR Laser

The absorption coefficient required to reduce the operational range to 0.5 to 1 km is on the
orders 5 to 20 dB"km, which means that a possible wavelength region required is, for example,
from 1.3 to 1.4 pm. Solid state IR laser diodes that operate in this region, such as InGaAsP (1.39
ain), are now available appendix F).

3.2.2 Variable Range

Tuning the wavelcngth along an edge of the absorption band causes the atmospheric
absorption coefficient encountered by the signal to vary so the operational and detection ranges
can be controlled.

3.2.3 Attenuation

A possible problem that needs to be addrcssed is the absorption coefficient, which depends
on the relative humidity. The humidit, is not a constant like oxygen content. In a desert, the day-
time humidity can be so low that the IR link range can become large enough to no longer be
LPD. In a tropical climate, the humidity may so limit the range as to make it impractical. There
fore, it will probably eb necessary to tune, in po\,er or wavelength, the laser to fit the varying
local humidity conditions. Similarly, rain attenuation of IR radiation may pose a problem in
rainy tropical regions.

3.2.4 Operational Mode

The IR option also requires that the signal be strong enough to overcofle solar :rod other
types of interference, even though the water vapor prescnt should considerahl\ reduce the solar

11



noise at the operations region. The noise and weak atmospheric scattering wAill require LOS

operations.

3.2.5 Data Rate

IR laser diodes can be modulated at rates of the order of Mbps (appendix F), thus satisfying

the ISRC missions' data rate requirements.

3.3 MILLIMETER WAVE (MMW)

MMW, a form of microwave, or extremely high-frequency (EHF) radiation, is very strongly
absorbed (-15 dB'km) by the molecular oxygen in the atmosphere at 60 GHz (figure 9

LIppolito, 1981]). The MMW range is similar to that of the UV links.

3.3.1 Variable Range

Similar to the IR, thc frequency cap be tuned along the edge of the absorption hand, thus

varying !he atmospheric absorption encountered and the range.

3-3.2 Omnidirectional Antenna

Through the use of a bicone antenna (two cones with their tips touching), MMW can be

transmitted and received in all azimuthal directions, thereby satisfying omnidirectionalitv.
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Figure 9. Microwave gaseous attentuation.
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3.3.3 Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS)

The MMW link is primaril. a LOS link with no obstructions bctween antennas. \n MMW
link with omnidirectional antennas mr, be able !o exploit multipath propagation modes when
obstructions to LOS exist between terminals.

3.3.4 Noise

T7h.-' MMW option also requires that the signal be strong enough to overcome the noise from
the solar and background sources, although the molecular oxygen and water vapor present
should reduce the solar noise considerably.

3.3.5 Attenuation

The MMW beam will suffer some loss due to water vapo)r (humidity). MMW will suffer con-
siderable loss due to passage through rain (about 12 dB'km at moderate rain of I in hr). although
the beam path length is small (figure 10, [Jursa, 1985]).

3.4 OTMER TECHNOLOGIES

In the course of the ISRC development effort. technologies other than the self-limiting media
were encountered that showed potential for short-range communications. Two such technologies
are spread spectrum RF and long-cavity lasers.
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Figure 10. MMW rain attenuation.
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3.4.1 Spread Spectrum

The direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique uses a pseudorandom sequence to

spread the radio frequency (RF) signal over a wide bandwidth, thus reducing the RF power spec-

tral density and hiding the signal in the noise. The receiver, which has the same pseudorandom

sequence, knows where in the spectrum to look in order to reconstruct the signal. NRaD and

MCSC have funded GTE to develop a spread spectrum prototype link (appendix C).

3.4.1.1 LPD. Since the signal is broken into millions of pieces and spread out over a wide-

spread band, the power density at any particular frequency within the spread band A ill be so

small as to be below the noise level. Unless the enemy is physically close to the transmitter, it

would be difficult to discern the transmitter's signature from the noise.

Unlike absorption-dependent systems, the detection range of a spread spectrum link is short-

er than the operational range. Thus, the operational range can be increased for some applications

and still remain LPD.

3.4.1.2 Carrier Frequency. The spread-spectrum technique differs from the frequency-
h q t:c•.• V, v, ,ich !-.as tccn occasionally callcc spread spectrum. With frequency-

hopping technique, the signal is sent out completely at the carrier frequency, which is changed
constantly through a pseudorandom sequence.

The spread spectrum technique differs from the frequency-hopping technique in that the

c r ,-frequency remains unchanged, but the entire spread band centered at the carrier frequency
is used to transmit data. The spread-spectrum technique can be applied to any carrier frequency,

provided that frequency is high enough to support the specified spread bandwidt, In general, for

high-,' roughput rates on the order of Mbps, the spread bandwidth should be tens ( f MHz. Such
a high bandwidth, in turn, requires that the carrier frequency should be at least I GHz, that is,

super high frequency (SHF) or EHF bands.

3.4.1., Range Extension. A spread spectrum link normall,, operates in a LOS mode. which

limits the range to the horizon (_ _nerallv 30 to 40 kin). Through the use of atmospheric evapora-
tion ducts, the range can be extended to over-the-horizon ranges (70 to 90 kin) by the use of

8-G1iz SHF radiation (Patterson. 198S. Rogers & Anderson, 1992). Such range extension. while

preserving LPD, may allow a DSSS link to connect Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF)
ships to onshore forces.

3.4.2 Long-Cavity Lasers

A practical long-cavity taser will be a LPD link by its very definition. Generally. a laser cav-

ity consists of a laser material placed between two mirrors. Light sent into the laser material is

amplified, which results in the light being amplified greatl) as it reflectý bhetwccn the mirrors.

One of the mirrors has some transmittance so that the laser beam \kill be emitted from the cavity.

By moving one mirror very far from the laser material ano the other mirror (on the order of

kilometers). the laser cavity thus formed will h.".'c n, out-cavity emisions. Lasing will occur

only within the cavity when the alignment is correct and not lasing othem ise. Such a cavity is
dcteclable only when an observer moves between the mirrors. and the lasing, stops once the
observer bloc .s the beam path.
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3.4.2.1 Early Experiments. In the mid-1970s, experiments performed at the Hughes Aircraft
Company demonstrated the feasibilit\ of long-cavity lasers (linford & Hill. 1974: Linford et al..
1974). The cavity lengths demonstrated were up to 6 km. and up to 30 km with relays.

3.4.2.2 Applications. A Mission Research Corporation white paper proposed the devclopment
of a long-cavity laser for an LPD link (Thomson. 1992). Such a link could fulfill some of the
ISRC missions, but questions remain as to the practicality of the idea.

The most immediate reservation is whether the cavity can be aligned in a practical amount of
time. If the link requires hours to acquire, then it is obviously impractical. The need also exists
for a laser material with sufficient gain.

4.0 MISSION ANALYSIS

4.1 COMPANY RADIO

The best options for the Company Radio ,oicc link seem to he omnidirectional UV or DSSS
that permeates a small area. This would remove the need to aim the communications unit.

4.1.1 UV Lasers

A pulsed LA laser woald provide a noise suppression advantage. The dcvclopment of such a
laser, with its associated electronics and optics, is needed to satisfy the requirements of the
Company Radio.

4.1.2 UV Lamps

Omnidirectional arc lamps should be applied to the voice link. The use of broadband lamps
will be problematical when multichanne) aspects are to be considered. Ho\ýever, the most signif-
icant problem is omnidirectionality, and suggestions of rotating or multiple transceivers are
probably impractical. Because a rotating transmitter \will spread the signal over all azimuthal
angles. the lamp output must be greatly increased. Multiple transceivers will increase the hard-
ware cost correspondingly.

4.1-4 MMW

The Army Communications and Electronics Command',, (CECOM) EHF applique should he
available for testing during FY 93.

4.1.4 JR

An omnidirectional IR laser link is not likely based on the available information, so it should
not bc pursued.

4.1.5 Spread SpetiA-uui

Ani omnidirectional DSSS link (to take advantage of its LPD and potential multipath integra-
tion characteristics) should be developcd to satisfy the Company Radio requirements.

4.2 LIAN BACKBONE, LOW DATA RATE

The best options for the lows-data-ratc I,AN Backbone link :,cem to bc dircctiona] UV or
DSSS that ,,ill co• er a small arc and rclie\c the necd to prccicl\ aim the transcci\cr.
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4.2.1 UV Lasers

A pulsed UV laser would provide a noise supprc:ssion advange. The development of such a
laser, together with its associated electronics and optics, is needed to satisfy the requirements of
the low-data-rate LAN Backbone.

4.2.2 UV Lamps

Directional arc lamps may be usable for the low-data-rate links. The use of broadband lamps
will be a problem when multichannel aspects are to be considered. Rotating transceivers may be
viable if the acquisition and tracking problems are resolved.

4.2.3 MMW

The USA CECOM's EHF Wireless I-AN prototype should be available for testing during
FY 93.

4.2.4 IR

A directional IR laser diode link should be seriously considered for the low-data-rate LAN
Backbone.

4.2.5 Spread Spectrum

A direoional DSSS data link should be developed to take advantage of its I .PD and high-

data-rate characteristics.

4.3 LAN BACKBONE, HIGH DATA RATE

The best options for the high-data-rate LAN Backbone link seem to be the LOS DSSS, IR,

or MMW that will cover a small arc. The system should be aimed with some precision.

4.3.1 UV Lasers

An UV laser will not likely satisfy the h oh-data-rate requirement and should not be pursued
at this time.

4.3.2 1iV Lamps

UV lamps cannot achieve the necessary data rates at the required ranges and should not be
considered.

4.3.- MMW

The USA CECOM's EHF Wireless LAN prototype should be available for testing during FY
1993.

4-3.4 IR

A directional IR laser diode link is a viable alternative for the high-data-rate LAN Backbone
and should be developed.
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4.3.5 Spread Spectrum

A directional DSSS LAN Backbone prototype should be developed to take ad\antaUc of its
LPD and high-data-rate characteristics.

4.4 WIDEBAND LINK

The best options for the Wideband Link seem to he LOS DSSS, IR, or MMW, all of wkhich
will cover a small arc. The system can be aimed with precision.

4.4.1 UV Lasers

An UV laser will not likely satisfy the high-data-rate requirement and should not be pursued

at this time.

4.4.2 UV Lamps

UV lamps cannot achieve the necessary data rates at the required ranges and should not be

considered.

4.4.3 MMW

Adapting the USA CECOM's EItF Wireless LAN prototype to s-jtist, the requirements of
the Wideband Link may be possible. The prototype should be available for testing during FY 93.

4.4.4 JR

A directional IR laser diode !ink is a viable alternative for the Wideband Link and should be

considered.

4.4.5 Spread Spectrum

A directional DSSS Wideband Link prototype should be developed to take advantage of its

LPD and high-data-rate characteristics.

5.0 PROGRESS

During FY 92, the ISRC efforts were concentrated in three areas: development of a tunabWe

UV laser source, development of test protocols for the ISRC prototype links, and development

of alternative technologies in private industr) that satisfy ISRC missions.

5.1 TUNABLE UV LASER

Because of tl,. need to have more than one channel in the solar-blind region for a practical
communications system. NRaD is attempting to develop a multiwavelength UV laser. Cost

analysis, indicates it is better to use just one laer with ou!put of several wavelengths than several

different lasers of different wavelengths.

The inhouse effort to develop a tunable UV laser in the solar-blind took two routes. The

more ambitious route attempted to fabricate a laser cavity based on the "iLsapphire laser. The
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other route attempted to shifl the wav elcnglh of the UV light produced Ih; a quadrupled Nd:YAG
laser.

5.1.1 Ti:Sapphire

TitanIum-doped sapphire (-riuS or Ti:AI_) _) cr\stal cncrates h band of w\, a\clenuths in the
IR when pumped w ith green light. The Ti:S cmission coener can be nox\ cd \ ith hircfringcnt tun-
ing plates (BTP): that is, the primar\ output of the Ti:S cavity can be tuned. I3B tripling this band
of tunable IR light into the LIV. a band of tunahic UV light is obtained.

To transform !R light into J\. light, two conviersion processes \, ill hak c to be performed.
The first conmersion is the frequenct -doubling of the IR light (I. -St I11 nm1) into bluc (or violct.
1.=.-4,i0 nm) light. The second conversion is the sur-f rcqucnc\ mixing (SF-I) of 1R and bluc
light into UV light (0.=2o(6 nm).

A dcelohrucnt effort \\ as initiated in 1992 to make a tunable Ti:S laser cavilt (appendix B).
To increase t he total e fficientnc of the s\ stern, the doubling and mixing con\ orsions are per-
formed in the saime laser ca; it\ as, the "i:S. With all three concrsion, done in the same cavity, it
is hoped that the surface and tranmission 'losses , ill be minimized lio\(.c\ er. this also leads to
an interdependent cavit\ configuratlion,. where changing one item in the ca\ it\ leads to changes
in all the otherN.

Three of thC four required proccscs, tIb' grccn-t,-lR con, crsion. the IR tuning, and the IR-
to-blue coneorsion, vcrc achieve.d. However, the pump 1.ascr suflerc¢i a hardvwarc breakdowvn that
rcsulted in less green pump powcr than specilied. IA),, er f,pump po, cr ICSultcd in a l1` CI of blue
light generation that v•.as not sulficinlt t, initiate mixing. 1 h,:rforc. the final conversion process
could not be accomplished. but should be resumed w\ hcn th,- pan.p laser has been repaired.

5.1.2 Raman Shifting

Because the quadrupled Nd:YA(i (4xNd:YAG) lascr is readil6 available. mone\ and tine
\k ill be saved. liowe\ or, thi- laser L-mits at onil, one vavclentgtl (266 nrn and limit, this laser
link to one channel. To develop a nlthichannel capahilit\ for the quadrupled Nd:YAG laser. an
attempt wvas made wt usc the Raman scattCeing process to :,hill UV radiation at 260 nm to other
\,avelcngths in the solar-blind region.

An expetinent wkas, pcrtormcd to dccrnminc the thrcsholds rcquitd to initia,.t' Raman shift in
gas cells (appendix 6). The results indicated that Raman shifting in ga,, ceils \was not practical at
th2 energy levels used in an ISMC UV laser sstem. Incrcainiu thet cncrg% of t"e UV ldser suffi-
cientl\ to initiate Ramxin shiiting require,, such art incrcase in laser po T er that tui S\v:.cm w'ill
likeiN he too ldrge io hc t"irtahle In an , case. too much lilht is sc:l-dcfcatinnc witii r,'speCt to
LPD.

5.2 PROTC¾'OL 'DEVELOPMENT

As •ilat ',. , lc.J ig ',,t protocL is (or requirements) Ior Ihc .. ar ious IS lr" missins, *ahri-
eating s(. - ,-I. the hnk •o bec tested pro, cd ncccssar\. -1 he nMplics! iind logical \• d\ tit

define -LJi,',r .:L. nis for a parXcular link is to Itest a link[1, and tcCord the ad\ 01ntalces alld deficien-
cies. Th c. NRal) plian- I ,Ic\ clop ;itd test strippe.d- l-t in \ cr,,i tw, 01 the IS RI" prottyp-
links being i e. iC'. C l i A.\ inJ ,Istr\.
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At this stage. the test protocols are in a qualitative form because detailed technical inlorma-
tiot on the proioto pc links and theI I tcst s..ites is. as vet. una\% i !ablc. As nmore i Ior mat tiolI is dc-
vclopCd. the test piotocos (appendix A) will bc tipdated. 1hcc rcquirc ncints aie expected to bC
quantified in time.

5.2.1 UV Laser Link

With MCSC funding. N RaD ha. acquired a 4xNd Y\AG LW . la.ser 'lls lasecr \\ ill bc incor po-
rated into at U.V laser test link in preparation for dcveloping test protocols such as the NRaD or

the Mission Research prototypcs.

Since both the Ti:S and 4xNd:UYAG U'V laser have emission at wavehkngths of approximately
2 u0 mnn. the test rcquircmcnts for both 'x pcs ot links \x ill be identical. cxerpt for such lactors as

ph\ sical laser con0iguration. lhcrclorc, the lollom ing cfforts can be gciecealized lor a generic
UJV laser link.

5.2.1.1 Oninidirectionality. A\,, an U'V lascr is ob\ iouslv direcLional and the ('onlpanv Radio

require,, oimnidlrctlonalil\. a sud\ \\ a, pcrlormcd on an optical dcx ict.e to channcl VV laser
radiltion in all adimuthal directions. A ppcndix 11 indicate- that a conbiilalion ot a11 optical fiber

bundle and brcakoui cone xV ill bc the bCst solutionl to achiv\e o:n directionalit\.

Note thal the anal\i,, sin append;x If can be applied, \ith some modilications. It the dircc-
lionalh links. such a, the LA..N Backbone and ihc Wi\dcbal d 1.ý1 k

5.2.1.2 V.'V Propagation. Th,- propwation characteristics ( it V radiation in a communitca-

undcrstanding ol the physical processes involved is a prerequisite for ellectlic tcstinC.

Propagation Model. The dcxclopmcnt ol a ithe.oletical model that Calln bc Situlla.|ted Oil a.
computer \k ill provide the effort %k i 1h a usClul and adjustable: tool (appendix I). Tlhis, model can
be executed Io predict results of a test link configuration be used to correct the dclicienctis i the
mode! and improve Iftourc comnputer predictions.

Noise Suppression 'hc short pulse duration ol a pulsed laser \x ill supprCe nolse (scCtion
3.1.3). BN reducing the temporal bin si/e, we c ,i spread out U. V no,,c somrccs over a laricr

number of bins. This redaces the noise level at an\ particular bin to a I cx photons. kk hitle the la-

ser pulse \will result mn teni or more photon, in an ON bin.

To xcrif\ the abov c hy pothesis, the 4xNd:YA(, V'V laser \% a, used to CmiI 1.\ puAses (25M)1I
pulscs per second) to a receiver 0(. kml a y .a- ppendix J ). 'I hc laser putlses \% e.r: dCtCCtCd,

stored, and analxzed. Prcimin ar\ aial\scs confirm that laser pulse charactcritis xIll considcr-

ably im prove the ,•si.,nalo-noisL cratio oI thc lasecr link oxci i]1,i1 ol I \ laml)p siu•Is.

5.2.1.3 Electronics. The var\ ' ,in e-, C ,iC I .in - de.sIc'_k ar11d 0 aTrici ted (ol,. \k. 1h i the k" I ,cr
link are discussed in appendix K ThhL. ,oiutl e1Lctronics., 1,1l the trUsniutici culd \xcrc 1nl 01. bt
the dctcclion and record iu clct.r(1I1nCs ti thC iCeC'l vcr end x\cIc compl:lCx and rcqtiired se \cra]
rcdcsiIns ox, r the ear.

5.2.2 UV Lamp Link

A voicc link based on [7\ lamp xx as, do:\ hpd at NP.D I).Thfis, link op. Arat C', . " plitm v.r

but cani bc rebuilt to operate on batteries,. Such ia mobie ilnk \ý ill bC 1i',Cllt In dc\ clrpirrv eL',I
protocols Iot a UV lanmpi link such x, the Sparlt prFolt p;.
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5.2.3 Development Plans

Further testing on the UV links (both lamp and laser) as well as simple JR and RF spread
spectrum links will be performed in FY 93 to complete the development of the test protocols.

A quantified test protocols update is expected to he available at the end of FY 93. The Phase
Il contractors, wvho will be at about month 6 of a 12-month contract, vwill be invited to participate
in rLfining these requirements. Upon finalization of the test protocols, the contractors shall incor-
porate the relevant requirements into their test plans. The Phase I1 link tests will be performed in
the second quarter of FY 94.

,-3 CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT

During Phase I of the ISRC out-house development effort, solicitations were placed througi'
the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program and the Broad Agency Announcements
(BAA). Out of the 34 responses to these solicitations, four contracts to perform concept develop-
ment of ISRC links were awkarded in FY 92 (appendix L).

One SBIR contract was awarded to Sparta. Inc.. San Diego, CA. BAA contracts were
avk arded to GTE (Waltham. MA). Mission Research Corporation (MRC, Los Alamos, NM). and
Titan Systems (San Diego, CA).

5.3.1 UV Laser Link

The MRC system i, built about a quadrupled Nd:YAG UV laser (appendix D). During phase
I, MRC developed a portable lasei package and a receiver package suitable for demonstrat )n.
Laser pulses that \,ill theoreticall\ result in a 4800-bps link were transmitted and received at a
range of 0.5 kmi. However, as no modem was built during this phase, real data have not been
transmitted through this link.

5-3.2 UV Lamp Link

The Sparta systcm is based on U\V lamps (appendix E). During the Phase I study. Sparta pro-
posed to develop surface discharge lamps for the UV source. These surface discharge lamps vill
be laster than gas or arc lamps and have a higher power-to-light efficiency. These_ý lamp charac-
teristics will reduce the size k eight and power requi'ement of the system.

5-.3- JR Laser Link

The Titan s\ stem i, based on developing an IR laser diode emittine at a w ater-absorption
band (appendix F). During the Phase I effort, Titan deveioped a laser diode capable of emission
in a banj centered at 1.335 jim and has a tuning range of ±0.013 pm. Laser pulses tit 'vill
theoretically result in a 50-kbps link were transmitted a,-r. received at a range of 70 m. However,
as a mod-m was not built during this phase. r,:,l data have not been transmitted through this link.

5.3.4 Spread Spectrum Link

The GTE system is based on adapting the Adaptive Sparsely Populated Rake (ASPARK)
spread spectrum modem into an II.PD link (appendix C). During Phase 1. GTE modified the
ASPARK tesbcd to transmit and receivc the spread spectrum ,nigal iii thel labor:ator\. A
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multipath simulator %k as emploved to dcmon,,!raic reconstruction ol a multicomp)nent signal.
Real data \kere transmitted through the hardy, ircd link at a throughput of 16 kbps.

5-..5 Contract Process

The four Phase 1 contract,, listed abo• e ha\. c all been complctd aI, of mis %ý riting. These
efforts have been evaluated and the selection,, or Phase II made.

5.3.5.1 Phase I Evaluation. Six NRaD personnel have participated in the monitoring and c\ al-
uation of these contracts. lable I correlates the evaluators to the contractors (and the technology
used) that each one evaluated.

"Table 1. E\ aluation summar\.

Contractor GTE MRC Sparta Titan
Technolog. RF DSSS UV Laser UV [Lamp IR Laser

Axford. Roy (•44) X
Gookin. Debra (843) X X
Mirabile. Chuck (405) X
Moberg. Victor (842) X
Srnaldino. John (033) X X X
Yen, John (843) X X X X

5.3.5.2 Phase II Selection. These four contractors were ranked with respect to Phase I prog-
!css and Phas,_- II potential. The recommendation was presented to the project sponsor (MCSC).

After due consideration of the available resources. the sponsor selected three contractors for
Phase I1. The Phase II contracts are to be I -,ear efforts. with April 1994 as the expected comple-
tion date. Testing is planned for March 199-1 before the final review and demonstrations.

5.3.5-, Phase III Plans. Based on current resource projections, two Phase 11 contractors will
be selected for Phase Ill. The selection will be based upon Phase 11 progress. potential of the
technology. and Marine Corps needs.

The Phase Ill prototype link will be a full two-vi,,v link. Such a link v ill optimally need vtwo

distinct channc!s, so that the link will be assured of connectivMit even when the tv, o terminals
transmit at the same time. Some link protocol will then determine wvhich of the simultaneous
transmissions will have priority.

5.4 MEMORANDUM OF A(;REEMEN1T

The Marinc Corps and the Army generated a memorandum of a,_recment (M0A) to cooper-
ate in developing short-range tactical cornmunications s ("temns f interest to both. This MOA
avoids duplication of efflorts b, allo\m inQ the Marine, Corps and the Arnl\ to pursue dilfcicnt
technolog~es and then share in the results.

The various eflorts showvn in th,: uppc connected portion of figure I ! come JirCCti\ under
thi,, MOA. \\ hile the othci efforts ar. related to the ptroram and v, il! be ,skd to .in in the

MOA as, requjired.
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Figure 11. ISRC overview.

5.4.1 USA CECOM

The Army Communications Electronics: Command (USA CECOM) at Fort Monmouth. NJ,
has been involved 'In seera! efforts to deve!op tactical, LPD, short-range communicalion, ý,ys-
tems. CECOM has concentrated its efforts in EHF (or MMW) systems that uses the absoTption
properties of EHF radiation in the atmosphere in order to limit detection range.

5.4.1.1 EHF Applique. CECOM is funding the development of an EHF attachment to a UHFi
VHF radio made bv I L•;ghes. This EHF Applique operates at 54 GHz (5.6 mm) in the FM mode
for a maximum ideal operational range of about 4 km and detection range of about 8 km. Sever-
al units arc to be delivered to the Army in FY 93.

5.4.1.2 Wireless LA•N. CECOM is funding Rockwell and Chang Industries to develop LPD
Wireless LAN systems based on ElIF radiation. The Rockwell system uses 36-GHz EHF while
the Chang system uses 54 6Hz Proto'ype units irom each contractcr are to N: delivered to the
Arm% in 1993.

5.4.2 United States Air Force (USAF) Wright Laboratory (WL)

The United _itates Air Force Wright I Tborator\ (USAF WL) at Wright-Patterson AFB. Day-
ton, OH, ha, initialed the effort to develop LPD communications systems for radio silence aerial
missions.

5.4.2.1 UV Evaluation. USAF WL initiated an effort to evaluate the practicalit\ and effective-
hefss of UV links for aerial operations.

5.4.2.2 VV Laser Diodes. USAF WL initiated an effort to develop UV laser diodes. Laser
diodes emitting in the lonp-UV (325-4Q(9 nm) have been developed, and diodes in the solar-blind
region can be exp.cled in the next so, eral years.

5.4.2.3 SBIR. USAF WL generated an SBIR solicitation AF93-1,2. "Aerial Refucling Uom-
munication Under Radio Silenic (onditions.' lor tcchrnologics that will provide LPD capability
intentionallk.
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5.5 MISCELLANEOUS

Several other organizations have expressed interest in LPD communications links for short-
range communications.

5.5.1 IMI S.BU.V.

The Israeli Military Industries (IMI) group indicated that a short-range communications sys-
tem has been developed based on its S.B.U.V. technology. The current information indicates that
the IMi link is not ready for demonstration and the project has been suspended.

5.5.2 United States Air Force (USAF) Phillips Laboratory (PL)

The United States Air Force Phillips Laborator\ (USAF PL) at Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque,
NM, has been developing IR communications systems. Although unintentional, these systems
are short range because of their low power.

5.5.3 Special Operations

ISRC links have obvious applications for special operation forces. Contacts have been made
with various activities and interest has been shown, but nothing concrete h, \ ct developed.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 TUNABLEUV LA' SER

Effort suspended on MCSC instruction. In addition to the cavity analysis shown in appendix
B, NRaD will develop and submit a scientific paper on the progress to date.

6.2 TEST PROTOCOLS

Develop test links based on technologics being developed for the ISRC project in order to
further develop test protocols. Specify and quantify the test requirements for each technology
and update appendix A as required.

6.3 CONTRACT EFFORTS

Award and monitor the three contracts selected for Phase 11. Work in conjunction with the
contractors to finalize the test plans. Upon test completion, evaluate and select two contracts for
Phase If I.

6.4 MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMIENT (MOA)

Continue cooperation and information sharing with USA CECOOM. Invitc other Army activi-
ties -vith similar interests and requirements to join in the MOA.

Make an effort to bring USAF WL into the MOA in addition to monitoring their tactical

communications efforts. Include USAF Pl, and any other Air Force activities v% ith similar inter-
ests and requirements to join in the MOA.
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6.5 OTHER APPLICATIONS

The teclh.iologies developed for the ISRC missions are also suitable for applications such as
covert insertions!extractions, surveillance, interdiction. and over-the-horizon amphibious opera-
lions.
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8.0 GLOSSARY

ASPARK Adaptive Sparsely Populated Rake (spread spectrum modem)

BAA Broad Agenc\ Announcement

BER bit error rate

BTP birCfringent tuning plate

Broadband a broad spectrum of wkavelengths

CAINS Carrier Aircraft Incrtial Navigation S\stem

CBD Commerce Business Dail\

CECOM Communications Electronics Command

CF command post

DF direction find

Directional direction is ,-. ithin -5 det! of the imaginal\ line between terminals

DRT diagnostic rhyme test

DSSS direct-sequence spread spectrum

Duplex two-way channel

E-IF extremely high frequency

FIFO first-in-firsi-out

FOV field-of-view

FW-H\M full-v, idth-at-hlf-maximum

GPS Global Positioning System

HMMV high-mobilit\ multipurpose vehicle

IMI Israeli M1ilitar\ Industries

IR infrared light ('. > 700 nm)

ISRC lnteritionall\ Short Range Communications

LAN local area nctwork

LLS longitudinal light scatter

LOS line-of-sight (direction \N ithin T-1 deg ol the imaginar\ line bemcien
terminals)

LPAcq las,.r pulse acquisition card

LPD Ioy piobabi I it 01 dtcUc1'ion

LPI lo\ý probabilli\ of interccpt
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LSL Laser Systems Laborator% (Sparta. Inc.)

MAGITF Marine Air-Ground Task Force

MCSC Marine Corps Systems Command (Quantico. VA)

NMW millimeter wave (with 1 mm /. < 1(0 mm, or 3(0 GHz < V < 300 GHz)

MOA Memorandum of Agreement

Multichannel several communications channels

NCCOSC Navai Command. Control and Ocean Surveillance Center (San Diego, CA)

Nd:YAG neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet cr.\stal

NLOS non-line-of-sight (no LOS between the transmitter and the receiver)

NOSC Naval Ocean Systems Center

NRaD NCCOSC Research. Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E)
Division, San Diego. CA

Omnidirectional signal sent in all directions azimuthallv

PID pulse identification

PMT photomultiplier tube

PPM pulse position modulation

PRR pulse repetition rate

RENLOS restricted envelope non-line-of-sight

RF radio frequency

SBIR Small Business Innovation Research

Smidircctional signal sent into an azimuthai quadrant (±45 deg)

SFM sum-frequency mixing

SHF super high frequenct

SHG second harmonic generation

Simplex one-wa\ channel

SLOS strictl\ line-of-sight (direction wý ithin =0.01 deg of imaginar\ line
between terminals)

Ti:sapphirc titan]uim-doped sapphire (T1i:AI 20) cr\stal

USMC Unitke States Marine Corps

UV ultraviolet light (20(1 nm < '. < 400 nm)

VUV vaicuu,1 ultl oa.1lc

WAN \wide arca network
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APPENDIX A

UPDATED ISRC TEST PROTOCOLS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides a single set of test protocols, or test requirements and procedures,
that the ISRC links will have to satisfy. This appendix updates the test protocols that appeared
originally in appendix A of NRaD TD 2286.

The test protocols at this stage are broad system requirements. The quantified test require-
ments and the test procedures will be further developed through FY 93. Phase 11 contractors will
be given the opportunity to comment on these requirements and incorporate these requirements
into their Phase 11 test plans.

The revised test protocols are expected to be published in the FY 93 report. However, the test
protocols %% ill be continuously refined as more technical information becomes available.

2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The follo%& ing ISRC general requirements apply to each ISRC link, although the quantitative
requirements for these parameters are link specific.

2.1 LPD

Low probability of detection (LPD) is defined here to mean that the enemy has a low likeli-
hood of detecting and direction finding our transmissions. A system that cannot be detected has
an inherently low probability of intercept (LPI).

An LPD link with an operation range of X km must have a detection range of less than X+Y
km.

The operational ranges of the ISRC links vary from 0 5 km to 5 km (0.5 km < X < 5 kin). In
general, an ISRC link must have a detection range of less than 5-7 km (X < X+Y < 7 km).
preferably less.

2.2 NLOS

The non-line-of-sight (NLOS) characteristic is highly desirable because tactical operations
tend to involve situations with various olstructions to line-of-sight. NLOS means that no single
unobstructed line exists between the transmitter and the receiver (i.e., a structure lies between
them). If complete NLOS is not achievable for a particular link, a partial requirement is that the
link is viable when there is a misalignment of at least a minimum angle (e.g., such as 5 degrees).

2.3 TEMPERATURE

ISRC links must operate in temperatures ranging from 0 to 50'C.

2.4 SIZE, "'EIGHT, POWER

The final (Phase 111) communications system must te rugged and mobile in order to be
mounted on a high-mohilit\ multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMV) or similar Marine Corps
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vehicle. Therefore. the total wkeight of the s\stem shall not exceed 100 ka and the total %olume
cannot exceed 1 m-'. The system must function on the available power ( 100 A at 27 V) of the
vehicle.

3.0 LOWV-DATA-RATE LINKS REQUIREMENTS

In general, tne Company Radio and the lov-data-rate LAN backbone need to satisfy the
same general requirements because of the similarities of data rate and operational configurations.
The differences include the range, data format, and operational methods.

3.1 COMPANY RADIO

The Company Radio is characterized h\ ver\ short range (<0.5 kin). omnidirectionalit\. lo\\
data rate, and mobility.

3.1.1 BER

The Company Radio is distinguished b\ a voice link that will tolerate a much larger bit error
rate (BER). BER for a reasonable voice s\stcm is <190-.

3.1.2 Data Rate

An adequate digital voice\ syslem ",.Ild need at least 2400 bps link throughput. The diagnos-
tic rhyme test (DRI ) rating for this voice link should be >0.90 for good quality voice.

3.1.3 Omnidirectionality

The Company Radio needs to operate in an omnidirectional mode. The operator need not ori
ent the system to communicate, since the positions of other terminals may be moving or un-
known.

However. under conditions when some knov, ledge ol another terminal's whereabout is avail-
able, some aiming to improve link connection (and reduce detectabilit% ) would be an useful
additional asset. The Compan\ Radio mus. be capable of ornnidirectionali,\. but be allo\vcd to
operate directionall\ w%-hen circumstanccs permit.

3.2 LAN BACKBONE

The lov,-data-rate LAN Backbone is a short range (•<1.0 kin). semidirectional, transportable
data link.

3.2.1 BER

The uncorrected BER requirement for this link is <(10 . Error correction procedures shall be
implemented to reduce corrected hER to <_<l (0 Iur reaois ot ciarit\ and rIdundane..

3.2.2 Data Rate

The minimal data rate to connect a server computer to a terminal computer ,. II bc 240)t bps.
Howkcver, higher data rates (such as 4800 bps or %000 bps) \\ ill be a plus factor in cvi•,l,ýljn, thc
link.
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3.2.3 Directionality

The low-data-rate LAN Backbone needs to operate in a directional mode in several different
directions, although one at a time. The operator need not orient the system very precisely to
communicate because the link can sustain an angular misalignment of at least 5 degrees.
However, more precise aiming to improc link connection would be an additional asset.

3.2.4 LAN Soft'ware

Until a specific LAN operating system (such as MTS) is defined for the USMC, the Banvan
VINES LAN software -vill be used to operate the LAN Backbone.

4.0 HIGH-DATA-RATE LINKS REQUIREMENTS

In general, the Wideband Link and the high-data-rate LAN (or WAN) Backbone nec to
satisfy the same general requirements bec.ause of the similarities of data rate and operational

configurations. The differences include the range, data format, and operational methods.

4.1 LOS

These links can be directional because they are stationary w hen in operation and the posi-
lions of other terminals should be knovn. However, that may represent additional problems in
acquisition and tracking (between moves). The high-data-rate links should be operated in a LOS
mode in several different directions, although only one direction at a time.

4.1.1 Misalignment

By sustaining an angular misalignment of at least I degree, the system develops the
capability to operate without very precise alignment. Link connectivity, despite misalignment,
will be a valuable asset in terms of operational simplicity and personnel effectiveness More pre-

cise aiming to improve link connection couid be an additional asset available to the operator.

4.2 WIDEBAND LINK

The Wideband Link is a medium-range (3-5 km), dircctienal,'vehicle-mounted or fixed. and
high-data-rate digital-data link.

4.2.1 BER

The uncorrected BER requirement for this link is <10". I'or clarity and redundancy, error
correction procedures will be implemented to reduce corrected BER to <_10-7.

4.2.2 Data Rate

The data link wkill require a minimum throughput of 2 Mbps io replace the throughput of
lines connecting the command post to an antenna farm.

4-1 LANAWAN BACKBONE

The high-data-rate LAN AkAN Backbone is a short-range (<1 .() kin). sernidircctional, trans-
portable data link.
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4.3.1 BER

The uncorrected BER requirement for this link is _<10- For claritý and redundancy, error
correction procedures shall be implemented to reduce corrected BER to <10-

4.3.2 Data Rate

The link will require a minimum throughput of 2 Mhps to provide connectivity bct\, cen a
server computer and either a terminal computer or another server computer.

4.3.3 Software

Until a specific LAN operating system (such as MTS) is defined for the USMC. 'he Banvan
VINES LAN software will be used to operate the LAN./WAN Backbone.

5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Various environmental factors affect the ISRC links. How-cvcr, because each link (and
technology) is different, the impact of environmental factors v'aries. The following are some fac-
tors impacting upon the ISRC links.

5.1 OZONE

An ISRC link based on UV radiation is expected to operate in an urban environment, that is.
the oZueC LAoncentrutiun is between 30 to 100 ppb (Yen, 1987). A nominal ozone level of 50 ppb
is to he expected in a test.

5.2 FOG

An ISRC link should be able to operate in thin fog (defined here as a visibility of I kin). The
definition of "thin fog" is imprecise because fog density depends on particulate density and size.

5.3 ,RAIN

An ISRC link should be able to operate in light rain (defined here as a rain rate of 1 inch,'
hour).

5.4 NOISE SOURCES

An ISRC UV link is expected to operate during daylight in the presence of noise sources
such as arc-welding, flames, and explosions (at the same distance from the receiver as the trans-
mitter). Specific source characteristics will be defined in the next publication.

An ISRC MMW or spread spectrum link is expected it operate during daylight in the
presence ot RF sources (at the same distance from the receiver as the transmitter) likely to exist
in a battlefield.

An ISRC IR link is expected to operate during daylight in the presence of noise sources such
as flames and explosions (at the same distance from the receiver as the transmitter).

5.5 FOLIAGE

The low-data-rate ISRC links are expected to operate in spite of foliage between the trans-
mitter and the receiver Precise definitions are unavailable as the test sites are unknown at this
date, but will be defined in conjunction with the contractors.
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5.6 OBSTRUCTIONS

The low%-data-rate ISRC links are expected to operate in the presence of obstruCtions suLh as
buildings that block the line-of-sight. More precise specifications for each prototype link shall be
defined in conjunction with the contractors.

6.0 SPECIFIC PIHLASE 11 REQUIREMENTS

The various ISRC Phase 11 prototype links cmphlo different technologies, %,hich makes it
impractical to apply one set of test criteria. Each link should be tested for its ovn strengths and
weaknesses. Therefore, requirements w,,ill be delineated for each prototype link.

Each Phase 11 link wvill be a one-way link transmitting real data. Specific and quantifiable
Phase I1 requirements are being developed and are expected to be included in the next report.

In addition to satisfying the specific mission requirements, a UV laser link, the UV lamp
link, the MMW link, the IR link, and the spread-spectrum link must sa'isfy the maximum num-
ber of the system and environmental requirements (sections 2.0 through 5_0 in this appendix).

7.0 PHASE IHI REQUIREMENTS

The Phase Ill prototype link shall be a full two-way link that transfers real data outside the
iaburatory cnvironmcnt. Since fhc Phase Ill r.quir... nts wi!! la-rg.. y 4.jpcnd on Phase 11 rcsultsI
only an outline will be given at this stage to start the development process.

7.1 MULTICIIANNEL

The Phac Ill link must be able to communicate even when the two terminals transmit simul-
taneously. Ideally, two distinct channels will be provided to the link, so that the link will be as-
sured of connectivity even in the event of simultaneous transmissions. Some link protocol will
then determine which of the simultaneous transmissions will have priority- The ideal solution to
the multichannel requirement is as follows:

(a) A UV laser that can be tuned to several w\avelengths and filters thai can discriminate
betvwcen these wavelengths- (b) a set of UV lamps emitting at sccral w avelcngths and optical
filters that can discriminate between these \,%avclengths. (c) a set of distinct-frequency MMW/
EHF antennas will satisfy the multichannel requiement: (d) an IR laser that can be tuned to sev-
eral wavelengths and filters that can discriminate between these wavelcngths; and (e) a set ot
distinct-frequency antennas or two orthogonal spread spectrum modems.
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8.0 TEST PROCEDIRES

The specific test procedure,, corresponding to each o, the ISRC links v ill bc developed dur-
ing FY 93 and published in the first quarter of FY 94. Thc.,c pr~cCdureC, \\ ill b.e baSCed oi inhousc
testing of (simplificd) links corrcesponding te' IIhC tchinoloieC sIsd by the 01hase il contractors.

Each prototype link shall .atisf\ the associatcd tcst requirement,, through the te.t prucedures
corrcsrxnding to that link type.

The initial draft of the complete test protocolS wk ill he distributed to the three Phase 11 con-
tractors at the beginninv of FY 94 (hal'-•a.'\ through the contract). The contractors \' ill bc invited
to participate in relining thscc tecst pro'.ocois. The :Phas,,e ii contraclors shaill then incOr[porate
these revised test protocols into their P'la,c 11 test plans to he carried out in the: second or third
quarter of Fn 94.

9.0 REFERENCE

Yen. J. 1987. "-LV Communications, Propagation Stud\. NOSC IR 1191 (%i5 \) Na\ al Ocean
Systems Center, San Dicgo. CA.
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APPENDIX B

TUNABLE UV LASER

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During 1 992, the following efforts were made to develop an intracavity-tripled titanium-
doped sapphi:e (Ti:S or Ti:A120 3) laser as a tunable ultraviolet (UV) laser (figure B-1). The goal
was to provide the ISRC project with a tunable UV laser source operating at 225L., pulses per
second, with the UV power output substantial enough to be quantified.

This effort will contribute insight into and deve!op a scheme to upscale the design of a
tunable UV source with greater power and efficiency, and will result in a database to increase the
overall knowledge in the area of tunable solid-state lasers.

477T-

ll/Il I 800 nm

M IFC Ti: S

800 nm (Ti: Sapphire) 1313 11

400 nm (BBO I: (doubled))

400 nm

IFC = Intracavity Frequency Controller
Ti: S =Titanium-doped Sapphire Crystal BRO I
BBO = Beta-Barium Borate Crystal
M = Mirror

jM

Figure B-1. UV converter: Ti:Sarphire tuning element.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:S) lasers are a reliable and efficient alternative to tunable dye
lasers in the IR spectrum (680.-1050 nm). Combined with nonlinear crystals, the lasers can pro-
duce tunable sources in the blue, the UV, and even the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) regions.

2.1 MISSION

A reliable and tunable UV source can be valuable in an ISRC tactical communications
systems, where the proposed transmitting beam has a narrow linewidth and can be tuned over a
wide range (260-280 nm). This would create separate channels of communication within the
spectra! band.

2.2 EXTRACAVITY METHOD

Several schemes exist to produce an UV tunable laser light by using nonlinear cr\stals and a
Ti:S laser. The conventional way is to double the tunable IR light from a Ti:S laser ca, it,, with a
nonlinear crystal outside of the cavit,, then mix the blue and IR outputs outside the cavity by
using yet another nonlinear crystal to prouuce UV.

This extracavitv method is not very efficient, unless the first crystal involved in the doubling
process is itself in an external cavity matched to the Ti:S cavity. The same would be true with
the second crystal involved in the IR and blue mixing process. This involves a complicated feed-
back svstem that has been demonstrated to yield a 50%. conversion efficiency from IR to blue b.
using LilO1, and 57e from IR to UV by using LBO and BBO crystals (Nebel & Beigang, 1991).
The choice of crystals is important, as will be shown later.

2.3 INTRACAVITY METHOD

A second scheme involves doubling the IR within the Ti:S laser cavity itself. Only two refer-
cnces ,vere found of any experiment that used this scheme a::d only one that used a BBO crystal.

In one ca,,e, a 45,, conversion efficiency from IR to ble was obtained by using a KNbO3,
crystal mounted in an oven for temperature tuning (Wu et al., 1990). In the other case, a 75(4;
effective conversion efficiencv from 1L1 to blue was recorded, with a 5%,• efficiency from green to
blue overall, by using a very thin BBO crystal (Ellingsto. & Tang. 1992). Theoretically, this

method results in a simpler and more compact laser system, which is desirable for field equip-
ments.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL CAVITY

Therefore, the decision was to use an intracavity doubling and frequency mixing scheme as
well as an L-shapcd cavilt (figure B-I). so that the IR would pass through the doubling crystal
twice and the blu,- light would not pass back through to the Ti:S crystal.

This cavity coi,,isted of three mirrors. The first mirror (M l) was a high reflector (HR) for
the IR light produced n the Ti:S crystal centered around 800 nm. The second mirror (M2) was a
high reflector foi the 1R light, but a high transmitter (1-HT) for both the blue light centered around
401) nm and the UV light centered around 266 nm produced b\ the sum-1rCquenc\ mixing
(SFM) proccss within the BBO I1 crystal. The third mirror (M3) wýas a high reflector for both the
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IR light and the blue light produced b%- second harmonic generation (SHG) in the BBO I crystal.
A birefringent tuning plate (BTP). used to select various wavelengths for the laser cavity, would
ultimately create a tunable source of UV.

2.5 BEAM WAIST

The originai mirror configuration was designed to produce a small beam spot, or wAaist, in
the cavity near the Ti:S crystal. This waist, located at the mirror Mil, would optimally produce a
180-pm waist. A small waist size of the cavity and the pump beam vields a lower threshold, and
the overlap ratio of the two waists yields a higher efficiency. Having the pump waist near M1
and the laser cavity waist at the location of Ml would approximate the optimal configuration for
an IR source, but the spot size also has an effect on efficiency for both SHG and SFM.

A waist near both the BBO crystals would also increase the efficiency of both blue and UV
generation; but a too small waist would create a phase mismatch and decrease the conversion
efficiency. Therefore, it was decided to have two v, aists in the cavity by using three curved
mirrors from other experiments that had favorable results. A combined 50 mW of blue was
produced from 1 .5 W of green pump power. which is comparable to the efficiencies found in
similar work (Ellingston & 'rang. 1992).

2.6 NONLINEAR CRYSTALS

T\Xo questions arose as to the type of crystals to be used. KNbO-, and LilO, are efficient
doubling crystals for 800 and 400 nm, but not for mixing to produce UV. LBO and BBO a: :ot
as efficient for converting IR to blue, but can be used for frequenc\ -mixing into the UV. LBO
and BBO crystals also produce a better beam profile in doubling from IR to blue than Li!O 3.
which is useful for frequency-mixing efficiency. Therefore, it was originally decided to use BBO
for both doubling and frequency mixing duc to its transparency range in the UV, its efficiency,
and its SHG beam quality.

Table B-1. generated by Frank Hanson of the NCCOSC RDT&E Division, compared BBO,
LBO, and KDDP crystals for both SHG (doubling to blue) and SFM (mixing IR and blue for
UV). Note that a high deff (nonlinear optical coefficient) is related to a high-conversion
efficiency. Also shown are the angular bandwidth Bang and the spectral bandwidth Bspc
Finally, a large walk-off angle results in poor beam quality. Not shown in the table is the
transparency range, which is 160-2600 nm for LBO, 190-3300 nm for BBO, and 300-5400 nm
for LilO 3. Also not shown here is the damage threshold, which i, dependent on wavelength.
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Table B-1. Nonlinear crystals.

An.le Bang Bspcc Val-off
Crystal [deg] dff [cm*mradl [cmr*A] [rad]

SHG & 800 nm

BBO I (o,)->e) 29.2 1.4 0.294 2.43 0.063
LBO I (zz->yx) 33.7 1.03 1.13 4.185 0.0174
KDDP I (oo->e) 27.7 0(25 0.63 0.01 0.031
KDDP II (oe->e) 40.5 0.52 1.04 0.006 0.036

SFM Ca 800 nm & 400 nm

BBO I (oo->e) 44.3 1.15 0.152 0.67 0.086
BBO II (eo->e) 55.4 0.53 0.222 0.72 0.069
LBO I (zz->yx) 74.5 0.34 1.38 1.27 0.0099
KDDP I (oo->e) 44.7 0.37 0.335 0.001 0.039
KDDP II (oe->e) 58.1 0.48 0.537 0.001 0.034

3.0 APPROA C-H

The 5-step approach for developing a tunable UV laser cavity is described belowA.

3.1 PUMP SOURCE

The first step in the construction of a Ti:S laser cavity is locating a pump source in the green-
to-yellow region of the spectrum. The Quantronix frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser purchased
in 1991 acted as a pump source.

3.2 CONVERSION TO INFRARED

The next step was the design and fabrication of a new Ti:S laser cavity to produce higher
efficiency and a lower threshold in the IR fundamental.

3.3 DOUBLING TO BLUE

The third step was the design and construction of another Ti:S laser cavity by using nonlinear
optics (BBO 1) acquired in 1991. The blue light was maximized at the highest efficiency possible
with the optics on hand.

3.4 MIXING FOR UV

The fourth step was an attempt to produce UV light by using a previously acquired crystal
(BBO II). This also included a design of another "i:S laser cavit, that would incorporate custom
optics, thereby increasing the efficiency for IR and blue production and UV throughput
efficiency. Theoreticall), this should increase the chances for SFM to produce UV.

3.5 WAVELENGTH TUNING

The final step was a demonstration of the tuning characteristics %N ilh the present cavity
design bv using a single BTt.
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4.0 SETUP AND PROCEDURES

The experimental setup and the procedures followed are described below.

4.1 Nd:YAG PUMP

The pump source for the Ti:S laser was a gree2n (532 nm), frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG laser
from Quantronix (flashlamp pumped, doubled, and Q-switched). This laser has a maximum
average power of 2.21 W at 2500 Hz and pulsewidth between 50 and 100 ns. This Quantronix
laser was originally specified for frequency-quadrupled UV output with 200 IJlpulse at 2500
pulses per second. The fourth harmonic crystal was removed and only the green output used.

Initial power measurements of the Quantronix laser made by the contractor showed that the
maximum green output at 2.5 kHz of 4 W yielded 1.6 mJi/pulse of green light. With a quadrupler
mounted, the UV power was measured to be 610 mW and yielded 244 Ji.:pulse, which was with-
in the required specifications. The output UV beam was elliptical with a beam divergence of
3-mrad horizontal and 2-mrad vertical.

Green power apparently dropped from 4 W to a little more than 2 W during the first week of
operation.

4.2 CRYSTALS

Three Ti:S crystals, with 0.1 1 %. Ti+3 doping and various figures of merit, were used. Two
BBO crystals were used: a type I BBO with a 30-degree cut and a type II BBO with a 56-degree
cut.

4.3 OPTICS

An 8-inch focal length lens was used to focus !he green beam into the Ti:S crystal. A half-
wave plate and polarizing beam splitter were used to vary the intensity 'f the pump beam. T1ne
Ti:S crystal was cut at the Brewster angle and mounted with the appropriate tilt to allow only
horizontally polarized light to lase. The mirrors varied greatly to obtain the most optimal cavity
configuration. A single BTP was used to tune the optical frequency of the laser.

4.4 TI:SAPPHIRE

When using a sample of Ti:S and input power of 1.65 WV, no IR lasing was achieved for the
original cavity configuration: M1 = 100 cm radius of curvature (ROC), reflectivity (R) = 99.5%
at 800 and 400 nrn-, M2 = flat, R = 99.5%/( at 45 degrees for vertical at 800 nm, M3 = flat,
R = 99.5% at 800 and 400 nm. After switching M1 and M3 positions, laser output was achieved.
rower output that comes from M3 and then passes through an IR filter was measured to be
3.7 mW.

When using the purchased Ti:S crystal with figure of merit 15(0:1 and doping of 0.1 ,% for-+3

Ti mounted in a large brass mount as a heat sink, 3.9 mW of IR was achieved for 2.2 W of
green input. Assuming 0.5(', transmission vielded 780) mW of calculated IR within the cavity,
wvhich is 35'%i efficiency from green to IR, the threshold pump power for the IR was 1.4 W.

The green pump was focuscd down too cioso: to the surfacc of the Ti:S crystal, the surlace
sustained a burn mark, and the crystal had 'o be translated. Damage also occurred on the flat
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mirror due to the IR beam waist. Therefore, care had to be taken as to the amount of pump
power put into the cavity, so the process of alignment was slowed down. At this point, it was

decided that to achieve blue light and minimal damage, the threshold for the IR vkould have to be

reduced.

4.5 IR THRESHOLD

To drop the threshold for the IR, two parameters were changed. First, the cavity had to be

shortened. Second, the mirror M3 had to be changed to a smaller ROC. This decreased the cavity
waist which, along with decreasing the pump waist, lowered the threshold and increased the effi-

ciency. This is due to the threshold power dependence on the summation of the squares of the
pump and cavity waist radii and the dependence of the efficiency on the overlap of the pump and

cavity mode volume.

4.5.1 Threshold Power

The threshold power is given by
P = E, (FO/S) L (14`2 K - I±2)

where Ec is the coupling efficiency, FT is the pump frequency. S is the emission cross sec-
tion, and L is a loss factor, which includes upper state lifetime, crystal length, and figure of

merit. IVW and lV, are the waist radii for the cavity and pump beam. respectively.

4.5.2 Laser Slope Efficiency

"The laser slope efficiency is given by
Es = P0,, Ec (Fo /Fp) L ,

where L, is another loss term, F,, is the cavity frequency. and P0, is an overlap parameter

of the fraction of the absorbed pump power that overlaps the cavity mode volume
(Harrison et al., 1991).

4.5.3 Tradeoffs

Several references ".an be found concerning the tradeoff between energy density and phase

mismatch at small spot sizes to achieve the highest efficiencies within nonlinear optics and how

that tradeoff is also dependent on crystal length (Beausolcil, 1992). Most of the literatur:
suggests a small spot size (Skripko et al., 1991).

4.6 BLUE CONVERSION

With a shortened cavity, threshold was reduced to 800 mW. After inserting the BBO type I

crystal, a flicker of blue with 1.5-W pump power was observed. The placement of a 30-cm ROC

mirror in position M1 and flat in position M3, or flat back at M1 p,.oition and 30-cm ROC at

M3, yielded no blue

However, by using a new 30-cm ROC, R>99'ýi mirror for 800 nm and flat. R = 99.9'C• mirror

for 800 nm, lasing was achieved at 400-mW threshold pump po% cr. Blue light ,.,as observed at
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500-mW pump power. After separation through a prism, ar average of 10 mW of blue light was
observed with 1.6-W green pump power.

By using a ray-tracing program, various cavity config irations were modeled to obtain a

better insight into what \kas happening. The best configu:ation from these trials was used with
the two 30-cm ROC mirrors and one 25-cm ROC mirror coated for 45 degrees, which were

available at the time. Note that M3 was not coated to reflect blue, so about half of the blue light
was wasted. The threshold for IR was around 300 mW and about 350 mW for blue. Blue output

power was between 10 to 15 mW with input green power of 1.5 W. Therefore, no significant
change happened with a new configuration.

For a 2-W green input, about 25 mW of blue was obtained. Using 1.5 W of green pump

power and another sample of Ti:S with a higher figure of merit resulted in an IR threshold of
less thL, 250 mW and output of 25 mW of blue light from each mirror (M2 and M3).

4.7 WAVELENGTH TUNING

Placing a BTP within the cavity resulted in a tuning range from 427 nm down to 395 nm
with peak power around 417 nm. The cavity had to be realigned each time that the frequency

was changed. Maximum divergence for both blue and IR was measured to be 2 to 3 mrad.

5.0 RESULTS

The results of this effort have been the gencration of intracavity-doublc Ti:Sapphirc laser
given a green pump beam input of 1.5 W at 2.5 kHz. The tunable blue output has approximately
5 mW split into two directions. The threshold for blue was slightly above 250 mW of green
pump power. The tuning range was demonstrated to be from 395 nm to 427 nrm.

Attempts to mix internally to obtain UV light resulted in no detectable output. The current

laser cavity configuration design was found to be inadequate. Other laser mirrors available in the
laboratory were used to produce a tunable blue laser source, but many losses in efficiency
occurred due to nonoptimal coatings on the mirrors. Some of these mirrors had been acquired for

other NRaD projects. Similar mirrors with the proper coatings were ordered, but they were not
yet physically incorporated into the design at the time that the effort was suspended by the
sponsor.

6.0 PLANS

Evaluation by experienced NRaD laser scientists indicates that an endeavor of this magnitude

on the leading edge of the present laser tcchnology will take considerably more time, money, and
expertise.

6.1 OPTICAL ANALYSIS

More rigorously detailed designs need to be made to ensure the optimal cavities. Mirror
curvature, cavity length, and angle of incidence all play a part in an optimal configuration to be
determined. The spot size in the crystals affects the efficiency of the laser in a nontrivial manner.

All of the above factors have to be looked into as part of a rigorous approach to this particu-
lar effort, since there is little previous work involving internal SHG and none involving internal
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SFM for Ti:S lasers. Internal processes wkill. in theorv, result in higher power outputs with the
least customized optics. but are more difficult to implement.

6.2 PROPOSED CAVITIES

Proposed efforts include the design and testing of both intracavitv and extracavitv frequency
mixing configurations for a Ti:S laser cavity. Each configuration pioposed % ill include BBO1-
crystals for both intracavity SHG to produce blue and SFM to produce UV. Four new mirrors
that should improve the chances of obtaining UV have alread\ been ordered. Other mirrors that
have more promise (although a higher cost) are under consideration.

6.2.1 New L-Cavity

The first proposed coniliguration (figure B-2) is similar to the configuration shown in figure
B-1, except that the mirrors are cured to improve beam q'uality. The radii of curvature of the
mirrors are similar to those used previously at NRaD. The mirror coatings will be customized to
accommodate this particular effort.

"TI-,e pump beam, as A.ell as the cavity IR and U..-V beams. is p-polarized. The blue beam is
s-polarized. The blue beam is represented by the dashed lines and the UV beam is represented by
the dotted line. Type 1 and 11 BBO crystals (the same crystals previously used) are cut to 30 and
55 degrees. respectively. Two Ti:S crystals, also available. arc cut at the Brewster angle, allow-
ing only the correct polarization to lase. This configuration would create two waists (approxi-
mately 120 pam in size) near the middle of each leg as before; howe,,er, with the correct coatings
there will be less losses in the cavil\.

P"

9.5 cm uue

II '. - 'iR'L80

I •BTP
Ti:S

HR @800 nm BBO II
•- poL
9 cm rad~us

BBO I , '

HR F: 200 nmp p ,
t

HR (. 400 r-m c: po'.
30 cm r•.dus

Figure B3-2. Ncv L-ca\it\.
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6.2.2 Small Angle Cavity

The second proposed configuration (figure B-3) has more curved mirrors, which at the same
cavity length would create smaller spot sizes and may increase the efficiency. The coating of the
second mirror will allow a smaller incidence angle. thereby decreasing the astigmatism of the
cavity mode between the S and T planes. This astigmatism affects the beam quaility vital to SHG
and SFM processes.

6.2.3 External Cavity with BBO I

The third proposed configuration (figure B-4) is similar to the figure B-2 configuration, but
here the SFM is done by a more efficient BBO I crystal external to the Ti:S cavity.

One percent of the IR light is transmitted through the third mirror. The second mirror trans-

mits the blue light that is mixed with IR light, which will have the same polarization after
passing through a half-wave plate.

This proposed configuration includes the basic cavity design ,rov.'n to produce blue light,

along with other components that have not vet been acquired.

6.2.4 External Cavity with BBO II

The fourth proposed configuration (figure B-5) is similar to the third configuration, except
that the SFM is made with a BBO II crystal external to the Ti:S cavity. While SFM with BBO 11
crystal is less efficient than with BBO i, *he geometry is simpler with less optical components
and losses. Also, the BBO 1i crystal is already available.

9.5 cm

BTP blue

Ti "HR @ 800 p-poi.
HT @ 2B6 p-pol.

HR @ 00nm .. /
10 cm radius BBO

S~BBO I

HR @ 800 nm p-pol.
Hr- C@ 400 rim -poi.

10 cm radius

I:igure B-3. Small angle ca-itM.
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APPENDIX C

GTE PHASE I OVERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

The ISRC project solicited thr ,ugh the Broad Agency Announcements (BAA) for technolo-
gies that can provide LPD tactici I communications.

Three contracts were awarded under the BAA solicitation N66001-92-X-6005. This appen-
dix is a brief summary of a BAA contract effort; a more detailed discussion will be included in a
following ISRC report.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The GTE Government Systems Corporation in Waltham, MA, proposed to develop a short-
ronge, LPD, tactical communications system based on spread spectrum techniques in order to
satisfy the ISRC reouirements. GTE will deliver a design for the proposed link upon the comple-
tion of the contract.

1.2 CONTRACT DATES

The BAA contract N66001-92-C-601(0 was awarded to GTE on 30 April 1992. T•e kickoff
meeting was heid on 21 May 1992 in Needham, MA. The quaiteily levicw was held oil 30 July
1992. The final review and demonstration was held on 28 Octobei 1992.

2.0 APPROACH

The proposed GTE link war, developed from GTE's Adaptive Sparsely Populated Rake
(ASPARK) spread spectrum modem that was developed with GTE internal funds.

The GTE-proprietar:,' extremely wideband direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) tech-
nique would spread the RF signal over a wide bandwidth (100 MHz), thus reducing the RF
power spectral density so that the signal will be hidden in the noise. The receiver, which knows
where to look in the spectrum, can then reconstruct the signal.

2.1 FREQUENCY

GTE's proposal -,, use the Military L-Band (1.35 to 1.85 GHz) as its propagation medium
was based on its operating license, as well as the propagation range, power required, antenna
size, bandwidth requirements, and expected environments.

A tradeoff study on the best frequency to be used for any particular scenario will be
performed as part of a Phase 11 effort.

2.2 MULTIPATH

The ISRC mission environments will likely involve man\- obstructions that result in multi-
path components spread over a feA microseconds. While multipath effects (fading due to
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interference) were problematical for ordinary communications systems, these effects can be
exploited for cluttered environments such as cities and forests.

The GTE ;vNtem identifle, the indirect components, recovers the information in thoe com-
ponents, and then integrates them together with the direct component into a total received signal.
By recovering information in the strongest (3 to 5) indirect components, the direct component
signal can be enhanced rather than degraded by multipath effects.

2.3 NLOS OPERATION

The ISRC missions may require operations without a direct component, that is, no line-of-
sight between two terminals of a link. By the use of the indirect path components, GTE proposed
to communicate in a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) mode. The indirect components arise from reflec-
tions off various surfaces in the region between the two terminals, such as buildings, foliage, or
natural structures.

2.4 WIDE BANDWIDTH

In the DSSS scheme, the signal is spread with a pseudorandom ,-y over a 100-MHz band at
a low power level so that the signal hides in the noise. Even at a data rate of 2 Mbps, the signal
can be spread into the extremely wide band employed by the GTE system. This unique wide
bandwidth of the ASPARK was one of the major reasons the GTE Ioposal was selected for
contract award.

The wide bandwidth results in very low signal strength at any one frequency, thus creating a
small signatuitc foi detection by an enemy This provides the system with its LPD characteristic.

3.0 RESULTS

The final review and demonstration was held on 28 October 1992 at the GTE plant in
Needham, MA. The final review was attended by John Yen and also by Chuck Mirabile, who
represented the project sponsor.

3.1 TECHNICAL

The study and adaptation of the DSSS technique, from which GTE adapted the ASPARK
modem for this effort, went well. The GTE piogress for the contract met all the initial mile-
stones. A government reservation regarding the engineering support (more effort needed in
building reliable equipment) appeared to be resolved.

3.1.1 Vulnerability Analysis

The vulnerability study made of the proposed link indicated that the LPD characteristic is
very good. In a classified appendix to the Phase . final report, vulnerability to feature extraction
detectors was analyzed. The GTF- system implemented countermeasures that reduced feature
detector effectiveness below that of radiometers.

3.2 SATELLITE TERMINAL DEMONSTRATION

The Portable Satellite Terminal (POST - ) demonstration (figuic C-1) showed the viability of
the DSSS scheme as the POST" sv'dtcm uses the same DSSS technology as the ASPARK. Two
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Figure C-1. Portable satellite terminal (POST').

POST' terminals at the Needham planw were linked through a satellite over the Pacific Ocean.
Voices and faxes were sent through the link at a data rate of 16 kbps.

3.3 LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION

A laboratory demonstration with the RFisirnulator breadboard (figure C-2) and the ASPARK
modem (figure C-3) was performed. During the demonstration, an image (250 kBytes or 2 Mb)
was transmitted through a multipath simulator (several cables of length 500 meters connected in
a series, resulting in path lengths of x, x+500. x+1000 meters). This demonstrated the ASPARK
adaptation's capability to reconstruct three multipath components into a coherent signal. The
image was transferred at a da a rate of 16 kbps, with 2 errors during the 2 minutes of transmis-
sion (corresponding to lxl0 bit error rate).

3.4 PHASE II PLANS

GTE has provided the Government with an ISRC Phase 11 Program Plan that covers the
work to be performed during a Phase 11 effort.
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Figure C-2. GTE RF/simulator.

Figure C-3. GTE ASPARK modem breadboard.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The GTE system is based on a mature technology and has a rclatively low risk in developing
the piototype link into fieldable equipment. The GTE system also has a high data rate and can
also support all three USMC missions.

While its NLOS capability remains unresolved, the multipath aspects of the GTE system
may provide NLOS capability.

5.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

John Lovell of GTE Government Systems Corporation, the principal investigator for this
effort, can be reached at (617) 455-3606. Any questions regarding the ISRC project should be
addressed to John Yen at (619) 553-6502.
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APPENDIX D

MRC PHASE I O\ ERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

The ISRC project advertised through the Broad Agency Announcement., (BAA) for
technologies that can provide LPD tactical communications.

Three contracts were awarded under the BAA solicitation N66001-92-X-6005. This appen-
dix is a brief summary of a BAA contract efftrt: a more detailed discussion \ ill be included in a
following ISRC report.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The Mission Research Corporatior (MRC) in L.os Alamos, NM, proposed to develop a short-
range, LPD, tactica! communications system based on UV radiation propagation. MRC would
study UV sources, such as lamps and lasers, and determine the optimal source to use in the
proposed link. MRC would deliver a design for the proposed link upon the completion of the
contract.

1.2 CONTRACT DATES

The BAA contract N66f00)i-2-C-6&17 was awarded tc MRC on 6 April 1992. The kickoff
meeting wvas held on 22 May 1992 in Los Alamos, N10. The quarterly reviewk was held on 4
August 1992. The final revievw and demonstration was held on 5 November 1992.

2.0 APPROACH

The MRC link is based on :he transmission characteristics of UV radiation in the atmo-
sphere, which absorb the radiation exponentially and scatter UV photons ei.'cientlN. The solar-
blind region of the electromagnetic spectrum offers a unique low-noisc spectral region in which
to operate a link ,Ni1h a very l]O' signal, such as scattered UV light.

2.1 OZONFE LAYER

The fact that ozone abtorbs UV radiation in the 220-285 nm hand combined with the .,zone
layer in the upper atmosphere results in a spectral region virtually free of natural solar back-
ground. The low background enables the detection of the small number of photons from an UV
signal, which were much smaller than the noise level tor other types of radiation.

2.2 ABSORPTION

Ozone absorption in the lo\%er atmosphere also reduces th,_ UV siinal c\poncrh.iijlv. r,:sult-
ing in a very short range for UV transmissions. Thc siunal \ ill not hb detectable a Ieo kil,-
meters beyond the operational range. thus the link %%ill be I.PD.

2.3 SC.ATERING

"1 he scattering (Rayleigh for moleculCe, and .Mci for aerosrls) chUra.teriesc, UV raduation
in the atmosphere also diliuse a region around the transmitter x\ ith LV phohtms, B3ecausc o( the
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lo background. such scattered photons can be detected and used so that. under some conditions,
a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) link % ill exist.

2.4 TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

MRC proposed to study further the phenomena associated with UV propagation and to
develop a more effective UV source in support of designing a Phase 11 system.

2.4.1 Modelling

MRC used a computer propagation model to predict the effects of various parameters of the
atmosphere on the UV signal and then compared these predictions with actual data.

2.4.2 UV Source Comparison

MRC compared UV lamps and UV lasers to determine the optimal source to use in the
proposed UV link. The MRC study concluded that a UV laser would provide a better source and
the Government representatives concurred.

2.4.3 UV LUser

MRC subcontracted with Big Sky Laser to develop and fabricate a compact transmitter pack-
age based on a quadrupled Nd:YAG laser. The laser v.ill be air-cooled with a closed-cycle water
cooling systcm.

2.4.4 Nlodulation

The laser outputs 600 pps, which is too slow for voice throughput. Therefore, MRC proposes
to use an 8-ary pulse position modulation (PPM) to obtain an effective throughput of 4800 bps.
The system can be upgraded to 9600 bps.

2.4.5 LA" Receiver

MRC developed an effective UV filter and subcontracted with Bar Associates to fabricate it.
The resultant filter has ver. good transmission characteristics iii the solar-blind region.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 TECHNICAL RESULT

MRC put togc,'her a UV laser package no bigger than an oscilloscope. The package included
the laserhead, drivers, fans, and water cooling unit (figure D-1). The only external hardware was
a 28-VDC power supply. The receiver package is compact and alreadv runs on a battery.

3.2 DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration, a totally NLOS test, vas performed at a range of 0.5 km on a cliff
brhind a large building. MRC did not haj\ e the modem (to be made in Phase I!) to control laser
output. so only a 6_1-1-1z laser pulse train that was detected b\ their proloty pe receiver was sent
out. The receiver decots die I'V photon and determine, whethcr there is a laser pulse and then
displays results on osci!luscopc.
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Mission Psseagch Corporabon

Figure D-1. MRC SBUV hardware.

3.3 PHASE I1 PLAN

MRC has provided the Government with a BAA Phase II Proposal that covers the work to be
performcd during a Phase I1 effort.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The MRC progress in Phase I is impressive. The small transmitter and receiver packages
indicate a good prospect for a fieldable demonstration unit.

5.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Barry Charles of MRC, the principal invcstigator for this effort, can be reached at (505)
662-2133. Any questions regarding the ISRC projeci should be addressed to John Yen at (619)
553-6502.
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APPENDIX E

SPARTA PHASE I OVERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

The USMC and the ISRC project solicited through the Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) for technologies that can provide LPD tactical communications.

One contract was awarded under SBIR solicitation N91-308. This appendix is a brief sum-
man' of the SBIR contract effort: a more detailed discussion will be included in a following
ISRC report.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

Sparta, Incorporated, of San Diego, CA, proposed to dcv elop a short-range. LPD, tactical
communications system based on ultraviolet "UV) lamps. Spa•, t -ili evaluakc val ious UV 1 ',•!s
and incorporate the optimal one in the link design. Sparta would deliver a design for the pro-
posed link as a deliverable for the contract.

1.2 CONTRACT DATES

The SBIR contract N66001-92-C-7007 was awarded to Sparta on 30 January 1992. The
kickoff meeting was held on 11 March 1992 in San Diego, CA. In May 1992, Sparta was granted
an extension of the contract to 6 November 1992. The quarterly review was held on 25 August
1992. The final review and demonstration was held on 3 November 1992.

2.0 APPROACH

The proposed Sparta link is based on the transmission characteristics of UV radiation in the
atmosphere, which absorb the radiation expxonentially and scatter UV photons efficiently. The
solar-blind region of the electromagnetic sp.ctrum offers a unique low-noise spectral region to
operate a link with a very low signal, such as scattered UV light.

2.1 OZONE LAYER

The fact that ozone absorbs UV radiation in the 220-285 nm band combined with the ozone
layer in the upper atmosphere results in a spectral region virtually free of natural solar back-
ground. The low background enables the dctecttion of the: small number of photon. from a UV
signal. This number was much smaller than the noise level for other types of radiation.

2.2 LPD

Ozone absorption in the lower atmosphere also absorbs the UV signal exponcntially, result-
ing in avery short range for UV transmissions. The signal will not be detectable a fcw kilo-
meters beyond the operational range. Thus, the link will be LPD.

2.3 NLOS

The scattering characteristics ol LV radiation in the aim-osphcrc also mlakc possible a region
around the tran,,mintcr that the !CV photwns, pcrmed•a. I3caCu,,e oi the Ill( bahCkgrMind. such
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scattered photons can be detected and used so that, under some conditions, it is possible to have
a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) link.

2.4 UV RENLOS

The Sparta Laser Systems Laboratory (LSL) has developed the UV restricted envelope non-
line-of-sight (RENLOS) voice communications system based on UV propagation (figure E-1).
This system, based on arc lamps, has been tested in the San Diego area.

2.5 DPPM

Because of the relatively low repetition rate of UV lamps, Sparta proposed to use the differ-
ential pulse position modulation (PPM) to increase the data throughput to a 4800. bps data rate.

2.6 TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

Sparta proposed to study further the phenomena associated with UV propagation and to
develop a more efficient UV lamp source in support of designing a Phase ii system.

2.6.1 Modeling

A computer propagation model was used to predict the effects of various parameters of the
atmosphere on the UV signal and compared these predictions with actual data. Also studied was
the practicality of an omnidirectional system.

2.6.2 Surface Discharge Lamp

Sparta developed a surface discharge UV lamp that is more efficient and faster than the gas
or arc lamps (figure E-2). Faster lamps would al!ow a greater data throughput and carry out
more ISRC missions. hligher lamp efficiency would reduce the power requirement, thus the size
and weight.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 TECHNICAL RESULT

The technical brief was done well, with adequate discussions on the surface discharge lamp.
propagation modeling, and battery power. All the initial contract objectives were satisfied. Some
Government reservations regarding the safety of the proposed system were discussed and should
be addressed later.

3.2 DEMONSTRATION

The Sparta surface discharge lamp was not available at the final review. Progress seemed to
be reasonable considering that Sparta received only $50K for the initial SBIR effort. On the
following day, Richard Morton showed the surface discharge lamp just received from MA, but
the lamp could not be run as no lamp driver was sent.

3.3 PHASE I! PLAN

Sparta has provided the Government with a Sparta Phase II ISRC Plan that covers the work
to be pertormed during a Phase !I effort.
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Figure E-1. SPARTA prototype voice communicator.
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Figure E-2. SPARIA UV surlacc-discharec sourcc~
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Sparta system is based on a relatively mature technology and can be applied toward the
ISRC missions that use lower data rates.

5.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Richard Morton of the Sparta Laser Systems Laboratory, the principal investigator for this
effort, can be reached at (619) 455-1650. Any questions regarding the ISRC project should be
addressed to John Yen at (619) 553-6502.
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APPENDIX F

TITAN PHASE I OVERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

The ISRC project advertised through the Broad Agency Announcements (BAA) for technol-
ogies that can provide LPD tactical communications.

Three contracts were awarded under the BAA solicitation N66001-92-X-6005. This appen-
dix is a brief summary of a BAA contract effort; a more detailed discussion will be included in a
following ISRC report.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The Titan Systems Group in San Diego, CA, proposed to deveiop a short-range, LPD, tacti-
cal communications system based on an infrared (IR) laser diode array that emits in the water
absorption band about 1.39 rim. At the end of the contract, Titan would deliver a design for the
proposed link.

1.2 CONTRACT DATES

The BAA contract N66001-92-C-6005 was awarded to Titan on 14 May 1992. The kickoff
meeting was held on 3 June 1992 ;- '1,ýn Diego, CA The quarterly review was held on 3 August
1992 in Albuquerque, NM. The final review and demonstration was held on 6 November 1992
in Albuquerque, NM.

2.0 APPROACH

The proposed Titan link is based on the transmission characteristics of IR radiation in the
atmosphere where water vapor absorbs the radiation exponentially.

2.1 ABSORPTION

Water vapor has many absorption bands in the atmosphere where the attenuation coefficient

increases by many orders of magnitude. By selecting a wavelength (centered at 1.39 Rim) on the
edge of one of these bands, Titan proposed to build a link that was attenuated a short distance
beyond the operation range. By being on the edge of the band, Titan could then vary the range
by changing the wavelength.

2.2 LASER DIODE

Titan proposed to build an InGaAsP laser diode that could be tuned to emit at a waveiength

between 1 .32 and 1.35 pm. The subcontractor, David Sarnoff Research Center, was to fabricate a
tunable laser diode with center wavelength of 1.335 prm and tuning range of ±0.013 pm.

2.3 TUNING

The laser wavelength is tuned by varying the tempurature of the diode. To obtain the %avc-
length range, the diode temperature must be controllable in the rangc between -20" to +5-: C.
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To keep the wavelength stable, the temperature mqist be stable. The wavelength gradient of the
laser diode is about 0.3 nmdeg C. so that the temperature must be maintained in a 6-C' ranue tor
the wavelength to remain within ±1 nm.

2.4 MODULATION

The laser diode has the potential of being modulated at rates of up to 15 MHz. although a
practical rate of a few megahertz is more likely. This high potential data rate w%%,ill more than
satisfy the ISRC data rate requirements and indicates that this system should be targeted tovward
the missions needing higher data rates.

Titan currently uses a pulse generator to modulate the laser diode and envisions using a pulse
position modulation (PPM) scheme to code actual data.

2.5 RECEIVER

Titan proposed to use an lnGaAs photodiode behind an interference filter and focusing lens
as the receiver of the link. All parts arc commercially available.

2.6 POWER CONSUMPTION

The proposed Titan link's power requirement. on the order of 500 W, is well within the po, -

er specification listed in the BAA solicitation.

2.7 ANGULAR SPREAD

The laser diode was designed to emit at a large angular spread, on the order of 10 degrees.
This, coupled with a w ide field-of-view detector, will alleviate some of the difficulties associated
with aligning LOS systems. However, because of the weak molecular IR scattering characteris-
tics and the natural IR background, the Titan link will have a low probability of ever operating in
the NLOS mode.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 TECHNICAL

The technical briefing, with the IR laser diode subcontractor (Sarnoff Research Centcr)
participating. was well done. The laser dit-dc characteri7ation was performed well, although a
question remains as to the reason for "rabbit ear" verticai output profile. Titan will make more
measurements to confirm.

Government reservations about the ability of Titan to maintain diode temperature stability
indicate that Titan and Sarnoff should further investigate other methods of ternpeiature co.ntrol
during Phase 11.

3.2 DEMONSTRATION

Titan demonstrated an IR link outdoors during the final rt:ev i. All hardwvare was povw ered
b\ AC lines. The laser diode (figure F-i) wvas pulsed at a rate of 50 klIz. The receiver was set up
about ?t0 m awa\ (figure F-2) Since no modem 'a\, built (part of Phas, 11). no real data were
sent through the link. This link is strictl\ LOS. When someone wvalked into the beam path area
bct\wecn the transmitter and receiver, the link \k as lost.
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Figure F-i. Titan IR laser diode.

Figure F-2. Titanl receiVer.
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3.3 PHASE 11 PLAN

Titan has provided the Govemment with a plan for Phase I1 of Short-Range Infrared Laser

Communication. The plan covers the work to be performed during a Phase 11 effoit.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Titan system has the potential of providing a high-data-rate link, on the order of 2 Mbps,
to support high-data-rate ISRC mnissions, although the LOS limitation of the Titan IR link is
unfortunate.

5.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Jeffery Puschell, the principal investigator for this effort, can be reached at (505) 764-5315
in Albuquerque. NM. Any questions regarding the ISRC project should be addressed to
John Yen at (619) 553-6502.
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APPENDIX G

RANMAN SHIFT EXPERIMENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION
"This is a summary of the work performed on Raman scattering for the ISRC project. Tile

ISRC project proposed to use an UV laser for very short-range tactical communications. UV
light is selected for this application because of the strong attenuation of UJV radiation by the
atmosphere. Having a tunable laser to adapt to changing atmospheric conditions will be highly
desirable.

1.1 RAIMAN SHIFTING

A possibility for a tunable UV laser will be the use of a quadrupled Nd:YAG laser that pro-

duces light at 266 nm and shifts its frequency by using the Raman effect. Hydroocn gas (H2).
one of the mos; effective Raman scattering materials, has a rotational Stokes shift at 582 cm-1

and vibrational Stokes shifts at 4160 cm-i. This gives rotational lines at 270.183 nm. 274.5 nm,
278.96 nm, etc., and a vibrational line at 299.1 nm. Any of these lines will be within ýhe solar-
blind region (220-300 nm) in which UV communication operates.

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of this experiment w'as to determine whetmer one can get efficient conversion to
separate individuai lines within the region of interest to the I.RC project. The ISKC iaser was
expected to produce about 200 -d of UV energy per pulse 50-100 ns long. The laser used in the
experiment had a pulsewidth of 5-7 ns. Since the Raman conversion threshold roughly scaled
inversely with pulse length, one needed to see a Raman shift threshold at less than 20 [LJ in this
experiment for the effect to be useful when using the ISRC laser.

2.0 VIBRATIONAL SHIFT

2.1 SETUP

This section describes the setup for the first phase of this experimcnt. Th,1 ldser light was
changed to circulai px)larization by using a quarter-wAave plate. then focused into a 2-m hydrogen
tube by using a 0.5-m focal-length lens. The output from the cell was sent into an integrating
sphere coupled directly into the spectrometer.

2.2 RESULTS

A 4-mJ threshold was obtained at 800 mTorr and a 2.5-mJ threshold was obtained at 150(0
inTorr. While increasing h:. pressure €,as expected to reducc the threshold, it could not even
begin to approach the desired 20-1.J threshold required for ISRC.

23 MODIFICATION

Since almost all of the Raman conversion occurred at the point wherc the beam was focused,
the 2-m-long Raman cell was unnccessary. Therefore. the threshold at 1500( rnTorr was later
reexamined using a I-meter cell. Although the energy was not calibrated. the threshold was
clearly still about 3-4 mJ.
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3.0 ROTATIONAL SHIFT

3.1 SETUP

This experiment autemp t -d to lo%,cr the thrcshold for the rotational Raman shift b\ making
two passes through a 1-ni ccil. The results \crc ne' er compltecl. calibrated on this phase of the
experiment, so the enercies mcntioned here wcrc onl\ approximatc.

3.2 RESULTS

At 15001 mTorr, the threshold was about 1.5 to 2.01 mJ, with the first \,ibrational shift domi-
nating. lnitiall\. this was a surprise because circular polarization of the light should fa\or rota-
tional shifting.

3-3 CELL PRESSURE

Steve Bowman (Bowman et a].. 1989) of the Naval Research Laborator\ (NRL) found that
in a twvo-cell sy stem, the cell pressure during the first pass needs to be less than one atmosphere
Otherw ise, enough of a seed of % ibrational Stokes \would be formed mat would dominate in the
second pass. since the vibrational Stokes has a much higher gain once it is initiated. Reducing
the pressure of the singie-ceii, 2-pass system to 550 -n-orr is necessar\ to get significant rota-
tional Raman shifting. At that point, the threshold was about 4 mJ, which is higher than that for
vibrational shifting.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Raman shifting in. a gas medium is unlikel\ to result in a practical tunable UV laser s\ stem
suitable for ISRC. Raman shifting in solids is intriguing and should be investigated if Raman
shifting is to be pursued, but does not fall under the limited scope of this experiment.

5.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This experiment was performed b\ Maureen O*Brien of NCCOSC RI)T&E Division. This
work \%as completed using the equipment and assistance of Frank Hanson, also of RDT&E
Division.
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APPENDIX H

LONGITUDIiNAL LIGHT SCATTERERS

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The p.irposc of thi ISRC Company Radio dcvelopmen' program is to ,cnion,,raiv a

propagation-lirni'cd s, stem for ver\ short-range communications. This system \,\ould hasc the
advantage of a very low probability of detection (LPD) outside its intended range.

One candidate system is based on an UV laser. For that system to work, each laser pulse
must 6k spread out in aHl directions along the horizontal. This study will examine several
schemes for such a longitudinal light scatter (LLS) and recommend a course of Jction.

1.1 LASER PARAMETERS

The current study a.,sumcs a quadrupcd Nd:YAG laser cmittine2 at a wVavelen,,th of 266 nm.
The parameters of the lascr in question arc expected to bc the fol(-,.%ing:

Beam ,k idth 0.2 mm
Beam divergence 2.5 mrad
Encrgv per pulse 20() uJ
Pulse width 50-70 ns
Pulse rate =3 kHz

1.2 OPT ,S

At this v, avelength, only pure UV-grade silica can be used for the optical components.
Because diamond tooling is riot accurate enough. specialized componcnts, mu.•t be ground and
Polished.

1-. CONFIGURATION

To lessen the eve safety problem and to ensure efficient propagation of the beam, the UV
fight must bc sent vertically upward at least fivc meters. The UV light will ther, bc scattered
azin ,: illv. Schemes to accomplish this will bc discusse~d n :he following sections.

2.0 VERTICAL CHANNEL

Iissentiall\. t• o wavs that can bring the UV light up live meters to the 3TIL ar propagation
(I ) t:rough an cncloscd tube or (2) through an optical fiber.

2.1 TUBE

In the enclosed tube design. light is retlected upw&ard b\ using a 45-degree: mirror. Because
o, re 1, U saiL 1\ problem. the light path must bc enclosed b\ a UV absorbing _ri reflecting tube.

"T;IL LLS assembly \kill be attached to the top o, the tube if the tube is rigid cnough if nt, the.
assenmbl\ will be hounci to a rigid polc. Given a 2.5-mrad divergence and a 5-m t;b'am pc, th. the
spot sizet will ,illl he only 1.25 cm Thi, shuld not be a p1o/-,lCm fhl the LL.S.
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The most likely problem is that the pole must be rigid to prevent misalignment of beam
optics, but lightxmeight enough to be practical in the field. Guidcw ires are not considered
practical for anchoring it to the vehicle and the sys.em must be able t function in high winds.
For instance, if the structure should tilt by even I degree, an unacceptable ;.73-cm rnisalignment
,would result. Therefore, this design was ruled out.

2.1.1 Losses

This system would have the lowest losses. Transmission through the air in 1he tube is about
983•,, (based on attenuation of 3.5 km-; from Yen, 1992). One mirror is needed to direct :he
light upward, with a typical loss of 10'(7 for UV optics. Thus. the total transmission up the tube
would be 889L. provided that adequate alignment of this system is possible.

2.1.2 Costs

Costs involve one 45-degree mirror and the fabrication of the 5-m rigid tube. As this was not
deemed a feasible approach, a detailed costing v% as not pursued.

2.2 OPTICAL FIBER
The second and perhaps onl\ practical approach is to bring the beam upwAard by using an

optical fiber.

2.2.1 Losses

At high intensities. around I M\V.cm 2. two photon proc:esses can excite the band gap of the
fiber. 1 This nonlinear effect can cause very high losses. Assuming ti-c minimum pulse width of
50 ns, the ISRC laser delivers 4 kW,;pulse. At the beam waist, this is 1 2.7 M...cm

To re-duce the intensity to 1 MWcm 2, the beam must b2 at least 0.712 mm wide. The beam
can he expanded by using a simple biconcave lens or a beam expander and a 1-mm fiber. Five
meters would cost about SS5() (at S170. m) for the basic silica-clad fiber. A plastic clad I -mm
UV fiber cysts S25/imeer, buL it would be suitable only for testing purlpxses and not for field
applications. Fibers shift around in the plastic cladding and become unreliable.

The expected 300-400 dB:krm loss in ,he cable varies from hatch to batch for each manufac-
rcr.1 The quality of the UV glass that the fiber manufacturers start with is vcry unpredictable.

Figurini, reflection losses of 4%' at each end of the fiber (see Oriel catalogue). the minimum 1(01
loss for the expanding lens, and 4(00 dB km for the fiber iT = 0.63). the total tlansrmission will be
52.3. to the L.LS (5&.7% (i a 3(1()-dB kin cable is obtained). This is about 61)J of the transmis-
sion expert,:. from the tube (section 2.1).

2.2.2 Cowi. iguration

For the field version of this system, the 5-m pole w ould be assembled from sections with the
LLS bollco onto the top section. The pole., hcn asscmbled. would ha\c a slot on the side into
which the fiber fits. This Aould ptotect he libeLT from the elements.

2.2.3 Costs

A 2')x beam expander costs about $9(0() 1rom Oriel. ()ther quotes hs\ e. rangd to ncarlv
double. The fiher would cost Si5. 'i he l oal cost -, ould bc About $2400(I).

S]ht-ýIjld~ (6 ( r-p'1-1 ,2

L ýýý 
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3.0 LLS ALTERNATIVES

At the top of the vertical channel, a LLS is needed to direct the UV light to all azimuthal
directions.

3.1 INTEGRATING SPHERE

One LLS design uses an integrating sphere with a series of azimuthal exit ports along the
equator of the sphere. An integrating sphere is a sphere with a small entrance port that is painted
internally with a highly reflective diffuse scatterer. Upon entering the sphere, light reflects and
ultimately appears to come from all directions.

3.1.1 First Reflection

The first reflection within the sphere is simply reflected at the top in all directions. The
energy leaving the sphere on the second reflection is propo-tional to the angle intercepted by the
output windo%%ws from the top of the sphere. Starting w-.ith the first reflection, light is scattered
from all directions within the sphere.

Let: so =surface area of integrating sphere

51 = surface area of exit ports
S-, = surface area of entrance port

R = reflectivity of paint within sphere

w= width of output port window (assumed to be continuous about the
the sphere's equator)

Rs = radius of sphere
a = aperture for input port

= S j/S = 11/(2.0"Rs)
S-' = S2/So = (a/4.0 *Rs)- 0.0

On each reflection, the energy going oui the windows is proportional to S1 times the energy
remaining in the sphere. It can be shown that the output energy from the sphere is

P lir S('R LT + C(1 -

SS,ýR."r- 11 + T-Cj ]

whele N = (0 for the initial reflection at the top of the sphere
C1 RI - S .')

C=Rr1 - .Sj.7-i)i(] -A).

3.1.2 Reflectivity

Th: omtput energy is plotted in 1iuurc I-1-1 for a variety o! refl ect iitics. lh citicienc\ is
heavil\ d-pendcnt on the rcflecti\ i!\ of the sphere and the :,iie of the: omtpUt port. Manufacturers
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Figure H-I. Integrating sphere output power.

have estimated reflectivities for their spheres to be from 0.93 to 0.96 at 266 nm. A carefully
applied paint (Grum & Lyckey, 1969) had a reflectivity of 0.96 at this wavelength. A reasonable
choice for reflectivity of 0.95 with an SI of 0.05 has an output of 47Th of the input energy (for
an 8-inch sphere, this would correspond to a window at the equator 0.4 inch wide).

The output of the sphere would be in all azimuthal directions, so one would figure about half
of the output energy would go into the ground. Another fraction would be lost to the sky. Some
of this will scatter back to the receivers. The majority of light collected at the receivers will be
scattered (Yen, 1992).2 Because more of the light is initially directed upward than in other LLS
designs, more will be lost to upward scattering. Because of the lack of dircctionality of the out-
put of the sphere, a 24'.:; efficiencv for the parameters above must be considered an uppr, limit.
If this is combined wit6 the loss due to transmission of the fiber, this would give a maximum
system efficiency of 12•;•.

3.1.3 Subsequent Reflections

Assuming the mean number of reflections of the light within the sphere is equivalent to the
number of reflections ii takes for the output energý to reach halt of the limiting value abo,-v.

_SA'R'-r -1 1-r.7C] IR~r-i[I + ,C( I -- 4A- )1

' = I÷ LOG, J-A -i (:rC')-y)'1_OG, (A) . (2)

',,r % I - \( ((Wi( kR il . ,,i-) ,r '. i
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Equation 2 is plotted in figure H-2. For the R = 0.95. S- = 0.05 sphere given above. the

mean number of reflections is 4.99. This should be enough to make the light wxithin the sphere

look fairly isotropic. It also means that the time snD-adirIL is insianificant within the sphere. For

the example of the standard 8-inch sphere, the spreading is 0.678 ns.
100 I FT I T --
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Figure 11-2. Number of reflections.

3.1.4 Supplier

Labsphcre is the onycompany that could make a customized sphere for our application

(other companies selling integrating spheres referred us to Labsphere). The sphere would be

made from Spectralon SRM-990, a material that is tough and hydrophobic (unlike most UV
paints for integrating spheres). The material reflectance varies betw~een 0.95 at 250) nm and 0).985

at 300. nm. The sphere could be easily fabricated with the window at a higher latitude than the
equator. say 10 degrees. Efficiency would raise substantially by greatly lowering losses to the

ground and by raising the m, an launch angle. The cos't vould bc about $44(00.

3.2 REFLECTIVE CONE

In thi,, design, a reflective cone is placed in the beam path to scatter the light horizontally.

The reflective cone would be at a 45-degree angle (or at a 35-degree arngle to direct the beam

upw•ard b• an a munt equal to the beam divergence torn the liber).

3.2.1 Reflective Coating

"T-le effic.ienc\ of the cone itself wotuld be' equal to its reflectix it\. v, hich is, about 95%,} I-tow•-

ever, an:; golod U.V aluminum cot~aing degrades• rapidly., especiall.' in a moistls atmosphere. This



could be alleviated by hermetically sealing the cone in a fused silica cylinder and attaching the
cone to the top of the cylinder. The optical fiber could be introduced though a metal base with a
SMA feedthrough.

3.2.2 Configuratlu..

The several designs that could be envisioned for the sealed container are the following:

(1) repurge the container with nitrogen gas periodically, (2) assemble the container in a nitrogen
environment; (3) fill the container only once and then completely seal. The most versatile design
would be to have a purging valve on a removable metal base for the fiber. A metal ring could be

epoxied to the base of the glass cylinder onto which a metal base for the fiber is screwed. An
o-ring would be used to seal the system (figure H-3). The 5-m pole of the vertical channel would
be attached to the metal base.

Assume that there is a 35-degree cone, a 1 -mm fiber with a 20-degree divergence, and a
1-inch distance between the liber and the cone. Reasonable dimensions for the cone '-ould then
be a height of 5 mm and a base of 7 mm. The glass cylinder would need to be 7.5 mm high and
would have a diameter of at least 7.5 mm.

Is 7 mm

0-RING

CONNECTOR

I FILTER

BOJNDLE

VERTICAL
C•,ANNEL

PURGE
PORT

Figure H-3. Reflective cone.

3.2.3 Suppliers

Laser Pover Optics of Del Mar, CA, would build the rcfl:ctivc cone with diamond turning.
The company indicated that once their machine was set up to produce one optic, it %\ould be cost
effective to turn out several cones. Laser Fiber Optics is willing to work on an actual cost basis.
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This gives us a good amount of support for S5K or less. Several runs and some experimentation
with coatings would be included. As machine time is about S100,bour, this is more than what we
need.

A quote from Rocky Mountain Instrument Company for a polished glass cone with an alumi-
num evaporate was $850. The apex on this optic would be sharp to 0.01 inch.

3.2.4 Errors

Two problems are anticipated with this design. The first is its possible sensitivity to the posi-
tioning of the reflective cone with respect to the beam. The second is the lack of sharpness of the
apex of the cone, causing light to be dowvnwvard scattered from the most intense part of the beam.

These two errors are not additive and whichever one covers the larger area dominates. In
fact. it is easy to see that the positional error dominates, as it cannot be easily adjusted and dia-
mond turning prod ices a very precise apex.

3.2.4.1 Apex Error. In the calculations below, use a normalized radius where

r = r'!(-
C = C021,2 = 0.7071 mm at the output of the fiber
r' -- is the actual radius of rounded apex area in mm
a= is the beam radius in mm (lie- point).

"I he loss due to rounding of the apex is then

E = f fexP( - A 2) x dc d / f f exp( - x2) x dv dO

U (I 0 U

E = 1 - exp(- r 2) (3)

r = [- LOGe (1 - E)]I 2  (3')

where x is the position on the cone furthest from the angle of interest (figure H-4).

To get a 5% loss for a 1-mm diameter beam, the apex rounding would have to cover a
0.16-mm radius. Thus. it is clearly riot a serious problem.
3.2.4.2 Positioning Error. 1i0 find the effect of potition error*, xA. or intcn:tv radiated int,

a given angle. 0 (figure 11-4), the following equation was integrated numerical!y:

Li = 21- cxp(- .l) J J exp[ - r2 - ors(sO)] r dr(9. (40

1) 0

Results for the fiber arc shown in figure H-5. If the cone is an inch awk ay from the fiber and
U is 2 mm. the beam is then 2.,2 mm widc at the cone. lahibc l-1 shows the maximum errors
and N, hv the relcctiec cojn vw ill nut work. It !s unlikcl\ that the cone could bc aligned to frac-
tions of a millimeter abo\c the fiber in this confii'urati(rn.
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Table H-I. Errors due to position.

Los"s() x x' (mmn)
5 -0.0287 0.0574

10 -0-0584 0. 1168
20 -4.121 0242
50 -40362 0.724

3-3 FIBER BUNDLE

In this design, the laser beam is expanded and coupled into a UV-grade silica fiber bundle.

3.3.1 Loss

The energy transmitted through the system is expected to be

T = PF Tf (ro/r,)- (1 - R/) 2 T7C BF, (5)

where PF - packing factor = 0 72

- transmission through fiber = 0.6 for 5.5 m at 400 dBJkm

r./ro =- cladding to core ratio = 1.1

R1 - reflection at each end of fiber := 0.04

T, - transmission through beam expander = 0.9

BF beam fraction to 1/e 2 intensity = 0.8647.

Substituting the values listed above in equation 5, the transmission is then 25.69/ for a
200-rnm fiber with 220 cladding. The larger the fiber, the less the loss from the re/r, ratio. Fibers
come in rc/rb ratios of 1.1 and 1.2. The 1.2 fiber is made by using high-quality silica needed for
UV. The use of this larger cladding fiber will reduce the total transmission down to 21.5/.

Not much can be done about the theoretical 75% packing factor in a fiber bundle. In
principle, the fibers o. _,uld be heated and fused closer together. In practice, that is very difficult to
accomplish.3 The bundling process is more likely to result in a lot of breakage of expensive
fiber.

The divergence out of the fibers is approximately 20 degrees. Therefore, angling them
upward 20 degrees from the horizontal would lower some of the loss to the ground and reduce
the potl:.ntial eve danger.

3.3.2 Alignment

This system should be relatively simple to align, as the critical procedures can be performed
on the laser platform. A potential difficulty is the UV fiber degradation. which gradually reduces
transmission through the fiber. Ani,,her difficulty is that 25'/ ol the UV energy goes into the
region between the fibers, which can cause. considerable problems.4

General Fiber Optics has observed two possible solutions: either by using a reflective mask
(not trivial) or by using reflective epoxy (recommended). Several epoxies have been used and

3 Orazn. R J , NCCOS( PDT&[ L)"pitn I'..nal u nI,. 1 2
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they should be experimented with further. If an epoxy fails to prevent damage or the end is
damaged for any reason, the fiber could be sent back and reterminated with a different epoxy for
about $70. Of course, the fiber bundle must be made longer than the minimum requirements so
that it can be reterminated a number of times.

3.3.3 Structure

In a typical fiber bundle, the first layer has one fiber with each succeeding layer having a
multiple of 6 more fibers than the previous layer (table H-2). In practice, a packing fraction of
0.72 is realistic.

Table H-2- Fiber bundle.

Layers Total # of fibers Maximum packing fraction
1 1 1

"7 0.7778
3 19 0.7t)
4 37 0.7555

As a candidate system, consider a 19-fiber bundle with r, = 20() 20m and r, = 220( pm. Let
Lmax = # of layers in the fiber. The radius If the bundle is r,, "(2 *Lmax-1 ). The radius Of the
bund!e is then 1.1 mm, thus requiring the beam %kidth (0.2 mm) to be expanded 11 times. As
stated, this would be expiLted to transmit 25'' of the liph

In table H-3, a number of typical cable bundles are examined with respect to the layer num-
ber (L), relative intensity (Ir). relative density (Dr, which is the product of I and the number of
fibers in the layer), and the coverage angle per fiber (0). An estimate is made of the relative
intensities of the lighi in each fiber of the bundle. From that estimate, determine the angular
distribution for laying out the cable bundle that will result in the most even distribution of
energy about the horizon.

Table H-3. Bundle comparison.

L lr D, 0

7-fLbcr Cable
1 (0.897 0.897 96
2 0.411 2.467 44

TOTAL: 3.364
19-Fiber (Cable

1 (Y96 0.96 29.68
2 0.726 4.357 22.44
3 0.527 6.328ý 16.3

TOTAL: 11.644
37-Fiber Cable

1 0.98 0.98 21.4
2. (.85 5.(196 ] 8.5,

"30.52 6.24-'t5 11.37
4 0.23 4.14 5.

TOTAL: it b47
" bu~ic (, (hic:.jl II Ni pi.... p. -l,, n yi, .n•um..-,h:,h ]I'J -
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3.3.4 Angular Output

For the center fiber, the relative intensity is calculated exactly. For the fibers in the outer
layers, the intensity for the entire fiber is approximated by the value at its center. The intensity
for the center fiber is given by:

1 = r-[1 - exp( - r)], (6)

where r = 2 1i2(2.2rna, - 1)-

The intensities for the fibers in the outer layers are

1 = exp(-x 2). (7)

where x 2d' (21_ - 2)/(2.-La - 1)

The angular output of this system will not bc uniform. Ho\, ever, because each fibers l'e 2

points are 40 degrees apart, the light cones of each fiber frequently intersect each other. A cer-
tain amount of nonuniformity in the angular distribution should not matter because the light at
the receiver is most likely scattered light an'xvway.

3.3.5 Cost

A 200-pm core bundle costs about S5 per fiber-meter (S3 per fiber-meter for 100 Urm). A
6-m, 19-fiber bundle will thus cost $570. At the breakout side of the bundle, polishing each fiber
and mounting it in a hN vvni d i co-, about S15-$S20 pcr fibci ==S380 total). In

addition, a jacket for the cable will be needed. Total cost will be about $2400 for the bundle.

The cone holding the breakout end can be machined in-house. The cone will be machined
with slots to align the hypodermic needles and clips to hold them in place. A cover over the top
of the cone will protect the fibers from the elements (figure H-6).

H-11
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The tuly iv tv.o practical ulv-iens are the fibcr bundle and integrating sphere. Of thcc t\•o. the
fibei bundle has the best efficiency (25%-, versus 12-24' for the sphere) and it is the most cost-
effective (S2.4K veTsus S5.4K) The integrating sphere is probably more i tgecd and has a more
even angular distribution (but this may not be a signiiicant effect because of scattering). "I he
sphere \will most likel\ be easier to handle in the field, because the fiber ends arc fra•:ilL and can
only be protected so much by the top housing. In either cas., careful handling \w ill bc needed for
the 5-m section of fiber.

Overall, the fiber bundle design seems the best. However, the modal effects caused by propa-
gation of UV light through the optical fiber may result in signal degradations- The degree of
degradation in optical fibcrs should be further analyzed before any device fabrication the in-
cludes optical fibers.

In both ol these systems, the only alignment necessary is in coupling the light into the
fiber(s).
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APPENDIX I

UV PROPAGAJION MODEL

1.0 BASIC MODEL

The modeling work was an updated and improved version of the Schlupt model (Schlupf.
1982). Some famihiarity ;. ith this model is assumed.

1.1 SCHLUPF MODEL

Some of the features of the Schlupf model are the following:

I- Calculation of direct beam and first-order scattering. First-w'rder scattering is done h\
breaking the transm.,tter signa! into a ,set ol wk eightcd "'beam I.� These beams arc tormcd
a layers about the central axis of the transmission. Each laver contains two more beams
'han the previous one. Each transmitter beams \ ctor length is incremented b% an
amount corresponding to the desired time accurac\. The received energy from that path
increment is calculated and summed into a timc bin corresponding it, the total path
length.

2. A 1ascf pu isc d.is s UmeJit) hto d a Gdausidi 6i:',[,wU"b t i" iII ti,11 . TIe lcei'er ,imlal is

convolved with this shape.

3. Aerosol scattering with Neer-Sandri phas,c function,, and an option tw input ii phase func-
tion from an input file. The aerosol cxtinction coefficient can cxponentiallk decrease w ith
height. A second exponential coefficient can be used once a cloud layer is reached. The
operator inputs the ground-based values et the aerosol absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients because these arc highl, variable (their sum t~picall\ ,aries from 0.2 to 2 km- ).

4. The use of' an accurate \%avlecngth-dcpendcnt ozone (0.) absorption coefficient.

5. Raylcigh scattcring dependent on \k avclcngth. temperature, and pressure. But 'or most
cases, the scalterinu i,- more sier.ificant for ,aa clength,, above 230i nm (figure,, 1-1 and
1-2). so there is little % alue in looking at var~ing temperature and pressure for Aavc-
lenlgth,, above 230 nm.

The Schlupf model does not include ox\ gen (01 absorption (which is important at \a\ e-
lengths be!(,\ 250 nm). higher order scattcrinL, or the cfcct of obstacles in the path. Schlupl
treats the ground as a perfect absorber.

1.2 NRAD MODEL

The NRaD model computer program is \ý rittcn in MicroSolt I (MIURAN 5.1 !or usc on an
IBM-compatihle PC' (8(1481). It is, intended to mode! LV scauttring in the 201()- to 3110-nm rang,,.
llo\, e\ cr, all discu,,sion and rcsul,, , ill be ,_i,,en tor 26(), nm. \% hich i, thi. curr.-nt caseC ol
interest for the ISR( projetic
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1.2.1 Second-Order Scattering

improvcments to the model include the addition of the second-order scanei no, effects. Lhe
LO\WTRA,-N aeosol phase functions,, and the ability to inLiudc \N ai;, (or barriers) ncar the rc-
ceivcr. 0- scattering has not yet bcen ineluded in ihc model. This is planned for the near future.
bccauc it is needed for dealing \, ith vxavclhenths belo%ý 250 nm. but it doe", not affect current
%kork at 260 nm-

Second-order modeling is don'. in an analogous manner to the first-order scattering. In this
model, the receiver as "eli as the transmitter is broken into a series of weightcd beams. Each
beam is incremented tx a path length corresponding to the desired link rcsolution. All combina-
tlions of paths \w ith less than a maximum path length (deiermined M the paths attenuation) are
examined.

1.2.2 Beam Distribution

The Schlupf model conx lohcd the laser beam with a Gaussian fun-!!_n Mn ''me. In the pre-
Sious NRaD model, the laser signal ik as trca•ed as instantaneous. The receivecd laser signal func-

tion i,, saved to file and can then bc convolved with the actual tme signature of the haser n the
plot programs. In the current NRaD model, the laser signai is expected to be a 7(1- to 1

square -.a\ v signal. Should this not be the casc one can go back to the original cakI-tlev data
and rcconvoivc it with the true last r time signature.

2.0 MODEL PARAMETERS

The 4ollox ing paramltcrs arc used in the NRaD computer model of the Lest link.

2.1 ORIENTATION

"Il-c 26,-nm *ransmlitter las,cr is 5 km a-, a\ from the reec' cr, at a height of 2(0 m abov:, the
rccet'c ,r. anad ; K)intcd h(,;!zo ntall to0,. ard th'. i ccc!\ er. The la ser beam ha'- a 2-mraid (hall -angle)
dix, c'red'c.

" ik L i x . e C T rL P lr i t, loi; i. ard! ih, iran nin tcr (Ir,;(i-dcgre or icn'alion). Its ficld-ol-\ ic
I i 9Fu ,egr. (4W5-d-erec h1;11 and has a I COSINF distribution.

2 2 Al-FEN VA.,i N

oh ;i m i ph it' Lt. f lIOi ct d .a, I o )\\" 1A1 modeJ I - () Vmar .In'd I T Ie L 'I hum n di ) , %A.n

ae. !0,A ab., 1rp! .n tit 1I!.lj knY- x\k -, usC'd, riakn" 111L c\1tttcooitnr c(e liiu:i'Cn almo;st tolal1'.

dcpen'Jrtt nd lh s01? ,tL t icm c et ictn•icr. Uiloud cliccl, \kt:r. no:, itclud-u:d i thi,, sirnul.tin

"l w(L. :lt, odi xxa, LCUIcU ; 101 a \ aJ tL\ (It clw ltilrunrncn and tranm;.-\k. allrt andes.

),,'io k. l:x c .IL \ J ailed flotl '.-7 1. I? par CT p 11 b1lli10! (p1),1 Sa: I); i . 'l ii. it" l d , tot

uI ut I .U \ ' hit I lthe.se v , uc".. xit h t pp I) tCIrq- a g•td d\ a L ragu- iot b th •,lnt _Lontii Itical

'. It: 1 hi. 1i ; _ , ",Oc ,iI_ 'lL Ific ttl• x' a, x d ill '. "h, .2 k.n-1

1 - ito.eatt •.d .+c" t.. .. i. ,.Is' & ti.. rcci.i p,,i' -. si tha: CiiK hPa2p i,.



2-3 EXECUTION

It w.,as more efficient to run the first- and ,sc,.od-ordcr scatterin&I prw''lcms separatcl\. fbr i
variet\ of reasons. For instance. it is useful to look at their results separately. Also. different

aiccuracies in time and numher ,,t transmitter beam la% ers are needed- Finalil. computation times
for first- and second-ordo-r ,cattci inc difer si•nfIicantlx. In fact. the computtion time ,w culd be
prohihitive if the small time stie required in the first-order scattering w.re to be used for the

second-ordcr case.

3.0 RESULTS

In this problem. the result, were dominated b% firs!-order scattering. The integrated energy
from the first-order scatteringI a-, alw% ays at least an order of magnitude larger than the second
order and occurred within a much shorter time intervial.

3.1 FIRST-ORDER

For first-order scattering, a time step of 0.25 ns was, used in a 4-laxer transmitter bean)
moded. Thi,, manri la'ers x\as not rcalix necessar\ for such a small beam dix crgenct:. In fact. one
can iet fairlh reasonable results bx using the 0-layer model (figure 1-3).

3.1.1 Pulsewidth
T1. pul,.. i's, a", ..... ,, ... .,m" "a " ';ati-n angle can.taleula' .d from .f jmne

geometric arguments and is plotted in figure 1-4. The pulsewidth goes up slowAl\ from 22.5 ns at
(i-decree eln ation to 1 16 ns at 9(0-dcgrcc elevation. After that. it increases., rapidi. }towever, ine

received energy dies off approximatcl exponentially with time.

3.1.2 Absorption

"The .inele-scatierin: cnerL, i v-:r; hcavl deF,:ndent on ozone level, as wotld be
CxP;:ted. This is plotted in figure 1-5 for a \arict\ ol elev\ation anges.

3.13 Scattering

Surprisinril\. % arting Lth aerosol ,tattering coeiicient. K,,.,. had almost neg~ligible effect
~igure 1 -0). Thisý xxuld no; h: true in gccral, [ut is jtst a sncular characteristic of the particu-

lar beam path heing modeled currentl\.

3.1.4 Iangi

131, 1 i! a'O R. !he prL paiaLiii distan,:c. , - t;e(ame ,iunificanl. For the propagation
cix,,n: i under consideratiun. increases in A.,�,� er balanccd h\ ci(rrc,,• ,indin incrcasc,, in the

ci .' I T, i,7 t' 1 , r the aerosTol p;,,I: as h liiL. .,in. A pical p i rsi -order cal cu lali 1 in ' as coMplCICd in 1
li\x. rn IjI 1s, It onL Us' Hi-La %er laser ' .a rn. i Ct', m ,. x r cLi\ quite ILo urat-'. the ci . cu'larIii)1

too)k 011'\ 5'.(

3.2 SL(()Ni)-()RI)tR

.cc,,dC-rde: ",e;, .rir L: tU,•. ~UCt', iiiiiCL.. t, t , "tu)•: ---•,i tn. Ir.: I i I" I IV,, I 1 i h ,, -per
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3.2.1 Model

A tinc step of lt) ns with a 4-lascr receicr pro'vided a sufficicn model o;f the situation. The
transmitter was modeled with one beam, which was quite adequate because of its low diver-
gence.

3.2.2 AMtenuation

Again, the effec, of ozone level variations seemed to be much more significant than that of
the aerosol scattering coefficient. A plot of the effect of Ký-a. at 0-degree receiver elevation and
an ozone level of 25 ppb is shown in figure 1-7. One can see that the higher the KcaI, the nar-
rower and more intense the second-order scattering pulse becomes. The effect of ozone- variation
for 0-degree elevation is shown in figure 1-8. Figure 1-9 shows the effect of receiver elevation
angle on the peak energy received.

3.23 Pulsewidth

It is difficult to characterize the pulsewidth due to the second-order scattering, because it
drops off slowly. Figure 1-10 shows the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) as a function of
the ozone level. In reality, the pulsewidth is the point at which the detector is receiving an aver-
age of I photon within a 100-ns time interval.

As it turns out, the experimental pulsewidth was on the order of 5 .us (appendix J). which
indicates that the energy in the second-order scattering was laree enough to be observed by the
receiver. A 5-jis pulsewidth indicates that the ozone level for that day 'was on the order of
75 ppb.
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4.0 PROGRAM NOTES

4.1 UNITS

Units used in the program are in degrees, kilometers (kin). and nanoseconds (ns) unless
otherwise noted. All angles are converted to radians.

4.2 GEOMETRY

The line betwveen the transmitter and the receiver defines the x-axis. Orientation is measured
from the positive x-axis in the xy-plane. Elevation is measured from the xy-pl]inc, not from the
z-axis.

4.3 BEAM LAYERS

Zero beam laver means that the transmitter is modeled b\ onc beam at its cerlter. Each
successive beam layer has two more btams than the previous layer. The program allows for up
to 10 layers.

4.4 BEAM DIVERGENCE

Th': benam divergence is measured in milliradians (rnrd) from the c•.nr.r ofthe hncam.

4.5 ENVIRONMENI.Al. FACTORS

The follu ,, ing en\ irtir,1 lieI)~ I factor', (C.,rrCSponlldIl1 L- u i!I-. are 111L itjded ini the to.,npuLr

model: Lime step (ns). Na\ clcngth (nmn). ozone i parls pc'r )l. ppm . plc ,,urc I lf }ip).



temperature (deg F). cloud height (kin), aerosol absorption coefficients (knm1 ). aerosol scattering

coefficients (km-;). and aerosol phase function models frnm LOWTRAN.

4.6 AEROSOL PHASE FUNCTION

Aerosol phase function types I through 26 are the standard LOWTRAN tNyes with wave-

length dependence included. T\ pes 100 and 101 arc the SciTec types used in the Schldpf model
Table 1-1 summarizes these aerosol phase function types.

In general, at the wavelengths of interest. lipht will be scattered stronely in the forward

direction. For the fo%.k humidity types, iowxer wavelength implies more forward scattering bias
(up to an order of magnitude at 0 degree). The phase function is wavelength-independent for
wavelengths greater than 300 nm. The phase function is wa, elength-indcpendent for humidities
of 80'i and above.

Table 1-1. Phase function types.

Type Environment Relative Humidit\ ( )

1 Rual 0
2 Rural 70
3 Rural 8C
4 Rural 99
5 Maritime 0
6 Maritime 70
7 Maritime 80
8 Maritime 99
9 Urban 0J

10 Urban 70
11 Urban 80
12 Urban 99
13 Oceanic 0
14 Oceanic 70
15 Oc."anic 8)
16 Oceanic 99
17 Tiopospheric 0
18 Tropospheric 70
19 Tropospheric 80
20 Tropospheric 99
21 Stratospheric
22 Agcd Volcanic --

2 Fresh Volcanic --

24 Radiation Fog
25 Ad\eclivt Fog_
26 Meteoric Dust

1(00 SciTec
]i•1 Neer-Saadri

I-Itt



4.7 WILLS

'Walls. used to block scatterinig to the receiver, arc defincd aouut the rccciler with the follow-
ing factors (figure 11):

1. the number of \ alls obscuring receiver;

2. an elc\,ation angle as seen from the receiver to the top of the wall. and

3. two orientation angles as seen from the receiver defining the azimuthal angle range
blocked by the wall.

RCV , - XMT

(a) Side View

RCV E,...XMT

(bi Top View

Figure 1-11. Wall definitions.
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APPENDIX J

LASER LINK DATA AND ANALYSIS

1.0 BACKGROUND

In the mid-1980s. the Naval Ocean Systems Center conducted extensive tests of an UV ('um-
munications (UV Comm) link in the Point Loma area of San Diego. CA (Yen. 1987) This
780-m link consisted of an UV transmitter and an UV receiver (figure J-1). A buildii e and a hill
in beteen made this configuration complete]y non-line-of-sight jNLOS).

1.1 UV COMM SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

The UV Comm transmitter continuously sent out 6(g) pulses per second. v\.ith each time p.-ri-
od trepresenting a "symbol" of tmo bits) of 1667 ps subdivided into four "bins" of 417 tls each
(see figure J-2 for the symbol meanings).

The lamps were turned on during the "00" bin and off in the other bin-, (01, 10, and 11).
Turning the lamps on in an\ one particular bin represented a 2-bit s\ mbol, corresponding to the
bin being ecnt out. The above represented a 12)00-bps pulse position modulation (PPM) scheme.

1.2 SIGNAL CII.ARACTERISTICS

The solar-blindness of the sensor meant that the LC Comm link did not ha',e to contend ,ith
solar noise. Figure J-3 showed the received signal from the UV Comm link with the dots wvherc
the "ON bins" should be.

Because the number of UV photons per bin was small, the cveryda\ Gaussian distribution
must be ttplaced with the Poisson distribution. The Poisson distribution was designed to
describe a small number of discrete occurrences. The effect of Poisson statistics could be clearly
seen in the random pulse heights. but all the "ON bins" were still clearly higher than than noise
and each srmbol %kas then correct.

1.3 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

It should be noted her,. that the high background (I UV" photon bin) (figure J-3) was due to
the presence ot the small LOS UV soutce. Several manmade UV sources exist, such as burning
fuel and arc welding. Burning fuel results in a relatively constant lvel of UV photons tha; can
be handled by the use ol the proper algorithm and sufficiently intense signal pulses.

Arc welding is a more serious problem, as can be seen in the follo0' ing discussion. Figure J-4
shows the received signal 50 ms after th,. time period shown in figure I-3,. when some arc w Lld-
ing spikes appeared. The arc-\k elding produces short but % \crv intense bursts of 1JV radialioi, that
seriously interfere with the U \ signal- Signal-processing schemes can be dvlchoped to handle
this y•'\p ol random intcrferencc.

J-i
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2.0 UV LASER
An altcrnatiec to signpa processing bfr sol\ inge the random r Ivpro•uin. noted aht,\e I, ih,..

use of a puls:d laser as the UL trans:•ilct.

2.1 LASER PULSENIDTll

A Q-sv. itchcd. pulsed. 1'\ laser such a, 4xNd'-.A(,) emits \er\ shor light pukses, on thi
order of 1t0)( ns or less. WhicL a 1 V puI!1,s travel, I roM the Iran sflt2MitLr ht Ife rceCLt Cr. i eleCoun1-
ters various atmospheric scaitcrinl components and is scattered. I hcr,.!lore. the recei\\Cd signal
v, Ill be a "stretched" pulse. \% uh pulsew.idth of sc,,cral .us (appendix i 1).

2.2 NOISE SUPPRESSION

Laser pulses allo\k the reduction ot the temporal bin size. or the rcceis cr inticration time. so
that UV noise sources can then be spread out o\cr a larger number ol bins. This reduces the
noise lee l at an\, particular bin to a fev photns, v. hilt the laser pulse \will bc concentrated
in one or tvo bins. icsuh,ng in len or mreLr photons in an ON s\mbol. T-hcicforc, thc use of
laser pulses should suppress, UV noise sources.

A numerical comparison v. ith the L_\ Comm skstem-r descrihed abho'c indicaics considerable
impro\c ment in the ulunal-to-noise ratio of the laser system. W'ith much smafler bin sizes (7 us
\crsus 416 .us). nli1si UV noise sources arc CxpecCed to ha'c timec characteri.tics tol ]ner dura-
tion and to be spread out o\ cr the.e 83 bins to rcscmblc a DC .sourcC The laser "'pulse'" i the
ON bin "ould then be ca.,ily distinguishable from the semIconstant noise, resulting in a higher

3.0 TEST LINK
A quadrupled Nd:YAG U% laser \.as se.zt up as the transmitter of a test link InI order tu, ,rilk

the abo. e hypothesy, that the use of short laser pulse v,1 ill suppress noise.

3.1 TRAN SM IT"I*ER

The 4xNd.YAG laser emits LV pulses at a rate (f 2500 pulses per second \. ith per pulse
energy\ of about 1 5(0 iJ. for a 1otal pO'. er output W1 abou! IJ.4 W. lhc beam di' crgencc
(half-angie) v, as aboul 2 mrad.

The laer beam v.a- directed out ol the lab ,rator\ bh\ t\% nrors paced In a be-am ,,
(figuic J-5 The lo.ss 1romln the tI.", relc.tis 'l, as about 1)' .

3.2 CONFIGUR-ATION

"The hbeam \w as, directed horizontll'\ toi ard a recte r si'uatcd on the riow o( a building about
0.6 km awa\. The tr-,nsmittcr !'.itc \wa, about 2(1 m htuher than the re-ceive\r sitc (l i,'ure J-5). so
the be'am should pass near and abo,. e. ih,. recei. er. Given the beam di% 'r,.e:,rncc. the ddilraction-
limited. scttere.d beam rgadIus, ne:a the rLci', cr sit: should be less thazn 2 im. ihcrct ,Oc. aill the
UV pholorns dctccled a! the rccc%,,er site are' sCatt.re pho ,',

.3-1 RECEIVER

The reccivcr e• utsist.d it, tVhe .'V ( m)nwr ph ,t,•mu llpier tub, I.) and cdLcr,,ni,.,

paeka, P. a data-enieeiiun P l-ii'd ippr;eJjni K). a3 PC hard d.J., t,)I data S Lil. l a, ,s.:ll,-
sepoy I(,, realtin,,e osr'. ,tiot l,.. rhd c! pn1eIelot IM, flloseop", t Iieirtg,
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Figure i-5. Laser link configuration.

The data colhlction system was capable of recording all data at 100-ns intervals for about 30
seconds per run. One bit is recorded for each I(00-ns interval, I indicates the presence of a
photon and 0 otherwise. The SCSI hard disk is capable of storing data from 12 runs.

The detector was aimed about 15 degrees from vertical and oriented in the azimuthal
direction of the transmitter. Also colocated at the receiver site was a small UV light (pen ray) for
generating UV noise.

4.0 RESULTS
The laser pulse trains were detected and stored at the receiver site. Some preliminary analysis

was performed there. Finally, UV noise was added to the test link pen ray as the noise source.

4.1 OSCILLOSCOPE TRACINGS

Although stored data were checked, most of the preliminary analysis was from the oscillo-
scope displays (and tracings) discussed below.

4.2 NOISE
By turning on a small UV light (pen ray) near the receiver, the area around the receiver \as

flooded with UV photons to simulate UV noise.

The noise levels shown in the tracings (figure J-6) are on the order of 10" U.'V photons per
sccmod. This noise level. equivaletl to about 40 photons per 41 7-its bin, would havc made the
UV (Comm link untenable, because unlv about 10-20 UV photons wcre expected in an ON bin.
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Figure J-0. I-Xamplcs of noise.

Note that whiie the IJV photin, from) thu p)Cun ray arrlive in) a lalldolll lashii ,n (Poisson di,-

tribution), the photons constituted m.ore ol a soricoilwit, nt 10oi-c soui rue than a "spiky" niic

source like arc welding.

4 3 LASER PULSEI'I'IHOU'T NOISE IN (LEAR WE'lIAIi

Dui ing the first test series, the weather w,:is clear, diy, and sunny, with little v.ii iations. The

resUlt is all environment with i, relatively -,uall ,uiitriher ol scatlcite . Thle lacl lill;, tu"t results

confirm that the pulscwidth, which is a lunction oI scattering Sticnigilh, showed ldritively S,,11l 1

variation (figure .- 7).

4.4 LASE-R WITH NOISE IN ('LEAR WA'I ilIKR

Next, the pen ray was turned onl while the laser Was ',I iung. 'Ill s , % CJWCt((, docs

not overwhelm the U V laser signal (figiuic J .X) "1he Ilwr pu :ilk .:i•' i k' diliM0li1ct a;0i i , iil' t"1

noise photons. Thus, on(, can (I,)(lakdc that tirt' "Iu 1i 1t"v I JV ho'cl 1111t is t 41111ut ivc t4

suppressing noise ol this type.
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Figure J-7. Laser pulse example.

3.00 V/div 2..r V 2.00 tjs/diy -2.joo0 us

a 5 uLs

3. 00 V/d v 2 50 V 5.00 ps/div -2.000 PS

7 1-5

Vtigurc 1-. lt,.cr pulse with noise.
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4.5 1ASER PULSE WITIIHOUT NOISE UNDER OVERCAST

'Ihe second test series was conducted under a heavy overcast. The humidity (and aerosol
concentration) was high. The received pulses varied considera•ly, with the pulsewidth varying
from 3 Its to 8 or 9 JAs (figurc J-9). liven though the number of photons captured in a received
laser pulse is considerable, the Poisson distribution for small discrete occurrence,, still applies.
Therefore, considerable variation occurs in the pulsewidths of the detected laser pulses.

4.6 LASER PULSE SIGNATURE

The Q-switchcd, 4xNrd:YA(G las,.-r used for the testing has a pi'lsewidth of less than W(O rns.
"Thc configuration shownr in ligur,: J-5 fav,,rs detec,.ling single-sc attered photons in the forward
direction. Thereloic, in the first 100) ns of the laser pulse, so many IV photons reached the PMT
at almost the same instant of time that the PMI' behaved in a peculiar way.

As can he seen in figires J-7 throUgh J-9, the oscilloscope sees a pulse, then nothing fot
about 2 Its, and finally a compact group of pulses. This particular signature can be useful in de-
termining a real lascr pulse in situ itions with more noisc.

T'his CharactclistiC signature e [feel difcers from what is generally cadllCd PMT .aturation,
where a steady sticam of a lew million photons hits and overloads the PMT. Although the total
number of photons is large, it is equivalenit to only a few photons per microsecond. The PMT

Li WCi1 hi1nd11, a ,very ',() n.-, for .,hort pe:riods. of time, but it overloads v-'hei: the large
photon flux continues Ior too Iy Ti. 'he recovery from this type of saturation is on the order of
several milliseconds.

.1 -x•
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5.0 TEST DATA

A computer software package was developed in parallel with the data recording hardware
(described in appendix K) to record and analyze the test data.

5.1 DATA DESCRIPTION

This section describes UV laser data taken by a PMT and stored for further analysis on an
IBM-compatibie pcrsonal computer. The 266-nm UV laser was pulsed at about 2500 Hz. The
signal was receivwd by a PMT about 0.6 kin away from the transmitter. Probably only scattered
dat,, would be received in that configuration (figure J-5).

The data were digitized at 100-ns intervals and taken over periods of 1633.6 [Is. Each of

these periods was identified by a pulse identification (PID) number. Each file consisted of
16,384 of these data-taking periods (PIDs), resulting in 26.76 seconds of data. Because each data
acquisition was initiated by a synchronization pulse, the process slowed down somew"hat to
cover a longer period in realtime. This was necessary because finite time is needed to read the
data from the acquisition board and store it to a RAM disk.

5.2 DATA STORAGE

Because of the limited amount of RAM (36 MB) available for creating a RAM disk, it wvas
decided to make individual runs that generate 32-MB (33,554.432 bytcs) files, After each run,
that file is copied onto a 400-MB hard disk; thus, 12 runs are possible before permanent storage
must be arranged.

"Twelve files of data were taken on 16 December 1992 and another 12 files were taken on 17
December 1992 (tab!e J-1). The time spans over which the data files were taken were short. The
first series (16 December) was taken over a 20-minute time period and the second series (17
December) was taken over a 38-minute time period.

5.3 TEST CONDITIONS

The weather was clear and dry on 16 December. In contrast, 17 December was cloudy and
humid, resulting in a lot of moisture in the air. The fast-moving clouds overhead meant that
some propagation variability would be expected in the data as a result. Neither day had rain or
fog. Data were taken both days with and without noise from a small UV light (The UVP
Company Pen Ray).

On 16 December, experiments ,,,ere performed by turning the laser on and off during data
runs. There was also a file of noise-only data.

lccause the data are digitized in 100-ns increments, it is convenient to present it in "counts"
of 100 ns rather than microseconds (.ts).

5.4 PULSE IDENTIFIVATION

Valid pulses are considered to be those with the signature described in section 4.0. Some
"tadcout" periods occurred where the characteristic signature was missing (table J-1).
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Table J-I. Data files summary.

File Date Time Noise Laser Comment

16-0 16 Dec 92 09:02:59 No ON
16-1 16 Dec 92 09:04:35 Yes ON Fadeout
16-2 16 Dec 92 09:07:09 No )NIOFF
16-3 10 Dec 92 09:08:1! Yes OFF
16-4 16 Dec 92 09:09:39 No OFF;ON
16-5 16 Dec 92 09:11:11 Yes ON
16-6 16 Dec 92 09:13:02 Yes ONiOFF
16-7 16 Dec 92 099:14:25 High OFF
16-8 16 Dec 92 09:16:04 Yes OFFiON
16-9 16 Dec 92 09:17:43 No ON
16-10 16 Dec 92 09:20:53 No OFF/ON
16-11 16 Dec 92 09:22:08 No OFF/ON

17-0 17 Dec 92 09:02:09 No ON Fadeout
17-1 17 Dec 92 09:09:38 High ON Fadeout
17-2 17 Dec 92 09:15:25 Yes ON Fadeout
17-3 17 Dec 92 09:25:50 No ON
17-10 17 Dec 92 09:29:21 No ON
17-11 17 Dec 92 09:30):07 No ON
17-12 17 Dec 92 09:31:24 No ON
17-13 17 Dec 92 09:32:34 Yes ON
17-14 17 Dec 92 09:33:55 No ON Board Waving
17-15 17 Dec 92 09:35:06 No ON
17-16 17 Dec 92 09:36:35 No ON
17-17 17 Dec 92 09:37:46 No ON

6.0 SUMMARY

In the link tests described above, the raw data have also been stored onto a hard disk.
Because of the fine resolution (one bit per 100 ns) and the amount of computer memory avail-
able (36 MB), the maximum recording time per run was only about 27 seconds. The size of the
hard disk used limiied a lest series to only 12 runs. However, even with these limitations, one
test series can record up to about 800,000) laser pulse events.

6.1 LASER SIABILITY

The analysis of the time between laser pulses indicates that the laser's internal clock is gcner-
ally stable. More importantly, the analysis implies that the UV laser can be made to lase at cer-
tain times, within a few microseconds, and well wihin the expected bin size (say 10 .is) of a
laser link. Therefore, a laser link based on PPM and a bin sizc of 10 Rs will be feasible.

6.2 PULSEIWIDTHi

In general, the detected laser pulses have pulsewidths ranging from 3 to 10 ius, with an aver-
age of about 6 to 7 us. This indicates that a bin siie of 10 [IS cam be used to definc UV laser link
modulationrdemodulation schemes. With a bin size of 10 i..,, a laser pulse is unlikely to cover
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more than two of these bins, and concatenating results from two succcs'Ive bins is relativclv
e ASV'.

The unusual laser pulse signature noted in section 4.6 makes the nulsewidth caiculations
unreliable. Until this phenomenon is rcsoflved, the pul.,cwidths reMiai n in doubt- Possible
explanations include clccL.onic processing error. PMT overload, and stretching due to atmo-
spheric sca.ttering.

Further, it is difficult to be more specific about the pulsewidths bccausc variations in the tcst
data are not extensive to date. When more data arc available, a more detailed analysis will bc
performed and reported.

6.3 NOISE

In general, the noise is distributed randomly', although there is somic clustering. of noise
photons with an average of a few photons per 10-lis bin. Thus, a noise is unlikcl\ to bc mistaken
for a laser pulsc and ,ice versa, given, a noise source such as an UV lamp.

However, a possibly morc spiky noise source, such as arc-wclding, must be tested to
determine whether the I;V photons thus generated arc more clustered in the tinmc regime
discussed above.

6.4 CON(CLUSIONS

Preliminary analyses confirm that UV laser pulse: propagation charactcristics can improve the
signal-to-noise ratio of a laser signal considerably over that of UV lamp signals. Therefore, a
laser link can tolerate much higher noise lc\cls than a lamp link, but the tolerance limit is as yet
undetermined.

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Perform morc laser link tests and collect pr pagation dkata under different conditions.

b. Further study the effects of cnvironmental factors on the UV laser pulse propagation
characteristics.

c. Further characterize the UV laser pulse propagation through the atmos.,phere in the
presence of dilIerent noise sources.

d. ,,tablish what level and type of noise an UV lasci link ctail tolerate.
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APPENDIX K

ISRC ELECTRONICS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the efforts of the ISRC project was the development of an I[\' laser link for tactical
commtinications.

1.1 REQUIREMENT

A primary uncertainty of UV laser communications \, as the limited knowledge of the propa-
gation characteristic of the laser pulse at the communication range. Thus, the characterization of
the UV laser pulse propagated to this distance defines the requirement.

1.2 ASSETS

The two available photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) used for previous UV projects were housed
with solar-blind filters and associated electronics. These electronics provided amplification and
shaping for each photon event, which resulted in a single 70-ns electronic pulse per photon
event.

IBM-compatible PCs have b•.•.n acquired as terminals for the ISRC data link. These
computers possess a 80486 processor, 4 megabytes (MB) of memory, and a 13t0-MB hard drive.
It was decided to develop the characterization procedure within the constraints of the PCs'
Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) data bus.

2.0 APPROACH

Previous methods of counting photon events with a counter (with a time base of at second)
were impractical because of the very short duration of the laser pulse ('50 to lt0) ns) and the
limited expected scattering effect (on the order of 2 to 10 us). Ideally. capturing the laser pulses
in realtimc with as high a resolution as possible was desirable.

2.1 RESOLUTION

The available PMT units h;ad an output pulse of 70 ns per photon event and a recovery of
approximately 30 ns, which determined that a 100-ns resolution was attainable. This resulted in
the maximum count of I photon event per 1(0) ns, or 10' counts per second.

2.2 THROUGHPUT

Capture of the ]W) megabits per second (Mbps) serial data (assuming serial to parallel conver-
sion) required an input-to-computer (PMT-to-hard disk) throughput of 1.25 Mbps (or 625 kilo-
words per second or 10 Mbps -:- 16). The initial throughput testing was conducted with
commercially available products.

2.3 STORAGE

The storage requirement was set at 40( 13B. which would allow for about 330 scconds of
reallime data collection. Thi.; is equiv'alent to approximately 7(•60),00)0 laser pulses.
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The har-d drive seleced was an S('SI Sceagmtc Si'I 48( IN with an internal data rate of 17 to 25
Mbps and a spindle rotation of 440(0 RPM (vcI su,, tih normaal 30(00t RPM.).

In mcmory-to-disk throughput tcsts, data rates approaching 2 M bps wcrc attained. Although
this data rate was grcalcr then the 1.25 Nlhps rcquircd, it did not involve the handling of data
from an inpul port.

2.4 INPUT TESTING

The input testing was performed with a National Instrumernts AT'-DIO-32F parallel I/O card
with a conservative data rate specification of I Mbps. It was hoped that with a double-bufcer,
interrupt-driveti driver, a higher data rate could be achieved. Ito\, ever, pushing the PC's ISA bus
speed beyond the designed specification of 8 Mttz (1 Mbps data rate) proved to he unreliable.

A decision was made to design a PC data-capture board that would capture ai winldoVw of data
centered around each laser pulse. This would redeline the throughput data rate requirement to
[(window\sizc --. 8)* pulse rate]. Assumingi a nominal realtimc capture window of 100 lps, the
required data rate would drop to 0.307 Mbps, which is \well within the capability of the PC. This
also has the advantage of increasing the capacity of the hard disk to greater than 3 million pulses
captured over a 20-minute test period.

Figure K-I is a block diagram of the Laser Pulse Acquisition (l.PAcq) card.

F FO

Add......._. .

15A a'. .od

I,

----

Figure K-I. Block diagrain of the LIasCr Pulse AcquisItion (LPAcq) card.
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2.5 SYNC1IRONIZA'I'ION

A means o 'synchronizing the data capture \v indo" % ith the laser pulsel , s reuiredI for the
test link because of the continuous nature of the laser pulse train. Three methods were evaluated:
a dircct land line ov,cr existing underground \\ iring. Globdl Positioning SvN,,tcm (GPS) receivers
available from another project, and a microwvavc link.

2.5.1 Land Line

The direct land line proved to be unreliable due t' the suboptimal condition of the available
\ wiring and inherently undesirable for future use in fie-d (portable) testing.

2.5.2 GPS

Investigation of the GPS receivers determined that even though the time recorded during a
location fix wk as accurate at the time of the fix, this wý as considered a low priority in the coded
output. Therefore, the oPS-provided time wa unsuitable for our icquirement (accurac\ within I
[is is required). Recent products have addressed a time synchronous r.quirement and could be
considered in the future.

2.5.3 Microwave

A pair of Advanced Receiver Research's model TRIOGA 10 GHz "Gunnplexer" transceivers
were purchased tor the microwave link. Applying a timing puise directly, to the tunin g varactor
of the Gunn oscillator results in the transmission of a single microwave, burst. At the receiving
end, the microwave burst is dctLcted as an FM noisc burst that is integrated and shaped to pro-
vidc the laser gate pulse (LPGate) for the LPAcq card.

The microwave link proved to be very reliable and portable (assuming AC power
availability), although it did require line-of-sigh• (LOS) between the transmitter and the receiver.

3.0 ILXRI) WARE

3.1 LASER TRI(;GER

The laser pulse triggerigate circuit provides a paiir ot pulses. The first pulse, sent to the
receiving site (via the micro\,ave link), indicates !hat a laser pulse is pending and gating the data
recording system. The othei l)ulsc triggers the laser's ()-s,, itch alter a programmable I - to
256-ps (via dip switch) delay.

3.2 LPAcq CARD

"Tfhc laser pulse data block was deftlied as follows:

Word 1: upper hall of a sequential 32-bit

PuIse lJ)entificalrion (!l11)) numnhcr.
Word 2: howcr hall of tllý 'll)
Word:s 3 - (N-): I y -bit data , orls.
Word N: I (1-bit chck!u ii.
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The dal,1 block size N iN hc -% \itricd b• the (lc la collcction piogram. Currentiv. a i 1U24-\ývird
data block V, used to storc data.

3.2.1 Control

"The LPActi cird uses I1G port addresses 2.40-243 for reset, setting parameters, and dati con-
trol. Address 240 addresses the first-in-first-out (FIFO) for reading.

3.2.2 FIFO Buffer

A 4-KB FIFO hu fftc: was used to compensate for the difference )etwMeCn the inpuL rate (1.6
ýts per word) and the menior\ data rate (2 Ls per word). Although this simpniificd the data trans-
fer. the buffer can be overrun ýith too large of a data block or to',. fast of a data rate.

3.2.3 Data Block

Under software control, the L.PAcq card is enabled to take data. On the receipt of a LPGate
pu!se from the microwa\c receiver, the PID counter is incremented and loaded into the FIFO
buffer (2 words). Next. the serial input from the PMT is "sliced" at a 10) Mlz rate ( 1(00 ns). con-
N'crted into 16-bit words, and loaded into the buffer (the number of words is controlled b\ the
programmable frame size. with the default at 63 wkords to approximate 100( pts). Finally, the
checksum is added to the buffer to complete the data block.

With the defait settings and a laser pulse rate of 2400 Hz, the 4-KB buffer will fill in 1 2 ins.
This overrun will stop data from being stored in the buffer, but it will no;. stop the PID counter
from incrementing. This i, considered an error condition and full reset capability is provided.

3.2.4 Buffer Status

"Thrcc buttfr status conditions are provided: empty. half-full, and full. Upon receiving a half-
full condition, the software reads the data from the buffer until empty. The data are read onto a
32-MB random access mcenmory (RAM) disk. When the" RAM disk is full, the LPAcq card is dis-
abled and the stored (ata arc transferred to the hard disk. This method res.'ults in the maximum
recording rate and transtcr rate (to the hard disk) and increases the overall efficiency.

3.2.3 Summain

By changing the basic clock, a dilticrent resolution can be achieved (i.e., 50) s, I its). The
bas'- variablc would hc framc size versus repetiti(on late.

With this flcxihilit v. a wide range of data iates and wndow-s (Iramc si/es) can he accommo-
dated.
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Table L-2. BAA proposals summary.

Proposal UV IR RF Other
1. Battelle X

Columbus, OH
2. Comm C')nccpt Chesp X

Chcsapeake, VA
3. Dataproducts X

Wallingford, CT
4. DiRad X

Redondo Beach, CA
5. Gaiaxy Micro X

Austin, TX
6. GTE Mt VieC X

Mt. View, CA
7. (ill- Waltham X

Waltham, MA

8. 1 lOMNAVWlLI , x
B~lomngi1tonJ. MN

9. 1llS x
lBtdllord, MA

111. 11 luphCs X
J'ullcrton, ('A

H . Janiar X
San l)iCg. (A

12. Jbyc,, X
San Ilcic. (CA

13. I.L( x
I .illilclm, (C()

14 Imulu Liltc x

Mi. Vice,, ( A
15. Itihi N

"lcinllw, A/.

16r. IA S
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2.1 SOLICITATION TEXT (AS PUBLISHED)

A - INTENTIONALLY SHORT-RANGED COMMUNICATIONS TECIHNOLOGY

DEVELOPMENT SOL N66001-92-X-60(5 POC Cindy Jensen, Contract Specialist,
(619) 553-4490. Celia Vaughn, Contracting Officer. Debra M. Gookin, Technical Contact,
(619) 553-2538. Broad Agency Announcement.

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) is seeking proposals (technical and cost) with in-
novative approaches for a technology development effort for short-ranged communications. The
objective of this program is to design and develop communications systems that use scattering
and;or atmospheric absorption properties to advantage, resulting in short-range, low-probability
of intercept (LPI) tactical communications. The final communications system must be rugged,
mobile in a High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMV) or similar Marine Corps ve-
hicle, and must work on available power (100 A at 27 V). Any technological approach will be

considered. This effort will be coordinated with a Marine Corps SBIR prog:am and related in-
house work at NOSC.

Previous approaches which have been tried include optical svstems using ultra-violet lamps,
ultra-violet lasers, or infra-red laser and millimeter wavc systems. This effort should result in a
prototype communicatior:, -stems with the detection range limited to less than 5 kilometers.
The communications link should be non-line-of-sight or should result in a detectable signal for a
detector at least 5 degrees from transmitter bore sight. The systems developed under all three
phases of this program must all meet the detection range and angle requirements.

Phase I is a 6-month design phase. At the end of Phase 1, contractors are expected to provide
a demonstration of the concepttechnology and a detailed plan of their approach to the Phase I1
effort. The plan must contain sufficient detail to allow the Government to assess the probability
of success of the approach. Phase I contractor performance will be evaluated and dowriselections
made for Phase II.

Phase II will be a 12-month program. Phase 11 contractors arc expected to complete a field
test with at least 2.4 kilobits per second one-way data transmission. They must also provide a
detailed plan of their approach to the Phase III cffort.

Phase Ill will bc another 12-month program following completion of Phase 11. Phase Ill con-
tractors arc expected to demonstrate two-way communications at the 2.4 kilobits per second ratc
and one-way data transmission at 2 megabits per second. Both of these demonstrations will be
done in the hield.

Proposed efforts for Pha.s, I will be valtlatLd according to the following criteria:

I scienitfic and technical nierit ol the proposed cffort;

2. potential of proposcd ellort to mccl the final obhiectiVe's;

3. the qllualilicatiolo,, capabilities, and rclCvanl CxperiencC of the Imposed principal investi-
garl,

• the (I N lle 'So , qi ilIt.es, relat'ld C, L'lricl'V .111d tim illitics, aind

5. ct'ii'll l the ll )lpw )m5fd tLo t.
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Proposals -+tibmiticd must contain sufficient specific information to allow the Government to
adequately evaluate the proposal in accordance with these criteria. The Government desics
unlimitcd data rights with regard to data to be delivered under this procurement. Proprietary
conccptsiinlormaiion should be clearly identified upfront and marked in the proposal, It is
,nticipated that the follow Ing data dclivcrablcs will bh required under the resulting contracts:
Monthly Progress Report, Quarterly Program Reviews, and Final Technical Report (for each

phase).

It is expected that one to three Phase I contracts will be awarded. No Phase I contract will
exceed S,100K. The availability of funds ma\ dictate the number of proposals accepted by the
Govcrnmcnt. The technical volume of the proposal is limited to 30 pages, excluding resumes and
managcment/facilitics. The cost volume should:

1. he a separated document which clearly costs each proposed task separately; and

2. provide a Standard Form 1411, Contracting Pricing Proposal Cover Sheet, supported by
adequate breakout of cost elements and rates for the purpose of cost.!price analysis.

Cost proposals shall be valid for a period of 120 days after the date of submission. An
original plus three copies of the technical volume, plus three copies of the cost volume should be
submitted to NOSC, Attn:C. Jensen, Code 213; San D)iego, California 92152-50()0. Any o)ther
questions may be addressed to Ms. Jensen or C. Vaughn.

Proposals are to be submitted no later than 13 January 1992. and should be unclassified. This
notice constitutes a 13AA as contemplated in FAR 0.1 02(d)(2). No additional written information
is availablc, nor will a formal RFI or other solicitation regarding ihis annou nceeniet be issued.
Intcrcstcd parties art invited to respond to this synopsis. All responsiblc partics responses will be
considcred.

2.2 EV'AI,.JA'I'OR{S

live NC'COS" pcrisonncl evaluated these proposals: I)ebra (lookin, Dan Katz, and John Yen
of ('ode 843. Vi',ior Mobcrg of Code 842; and MAJ Scott Minturn of Code 033 (Marine Corps
Liaison Office).

2.3 SEI',ICI'C IN

The ev~aluations were submitted to MCS(. The sponsor concurrcd that Ufi'l Waltham,

Mission Rescarch Corrpl iration, and 'iiiia had the best proposals. Lach ofl these three was
iawarded a IAA contracl ((CI Il N06((001 -92-(C-6(01(0, awarded on 30) April 1992; Miss•i0u

Research C 'orporaltiin: N0(0001 -92-C -6()(07, awarded on 6 April !992: "lian:

N00601 -92-(U-T0005. awarded Oil 14 Miay 1 992).

2.4 S iAlI iS

All thrce C0t'i a1 isA , ,crec•, e IlIplt d it, of111 this N\riin1.
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